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In both the adjustment policies undertaken in the 1980s and 

the emerging strategies of longer· ter·m development for the SSA 

region in the 1990s articulated by western donors and the leading 

international institutions, both the place of industry-

currently and in the future is notable more for its absence in 

discussion and policy prescription or by the minor role that it 

is given. For instance in its first report on SSA, the World 

Bank proposed an agriculturally-oriented strategy with "industry 

in a supporting role, stressing that "the pace of 

industrialisation should not be forced" (1981:95). ln its last 

report of the decade <World Bank and UNDP, 1989>, industry is 

hardly given a mention at all: in the key ch~pters on "Policy 

Reforms" and "The Impact of Refor·ms", discussion of ir1dustr·y is 

entirely absent. 

In the latter years of the past decade, when industrial 

issues have at least begun to appear on the agenda for attention 

in relation to short term structural adjustment policies Cthe 

1989 report notwithstanding>, these have tended to focus most 

particularly on the following issues: low levels of capacity 

utilis?.tion and proposals for ciosing dovm par·ticular 

unprofitable industrial undertakings; the high cost nature of 

African industry dominated by inward-looking/domestically

or~ented production which is internationally uncompetitive; the 

selling ofT to the 

run and the high 

private sec~or of ~ndustries that are state-

proportion of natio~al and sc&rce foreign 

exchange resources which have been and are channelled to the 

industrial sector. In an attempt to reduce costs, increase 

overall efficiency a~d save foreign exchange, closing down 

factories h~s been a policy option emphasised more than 

In brief, throughout the 1980s the major thrust 

in policy has been away fr·om industrial e::pansi on and to1-Jc:1r·d'::. 

jndustrial contraction, with other alternatives such as either ~ 

·ft.rm of re~:;t.r·uctured i ndLtstr i. al i sa.t ion bLd 1 ding upon prc~si::nl 

~·ntcrpri ~-e-~. or c:.•vpn the mi:ii ntPnanc.i:! of the ~.t.::itus q1_10 r·i::«:c:~i. vi ng 

1 i t.t Ji:• ,:;ttcn~ 1 on. 
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As for the longer term, if industry has been given a role it 

has been, at best, to place it within the overall framework of 

resource-based <or agriculturally-based> development, thus giving 

it no distinct or different place in future development. 

Relatedly, there has been •1ery 1 i ttl e rigorous analysis of the 

precise place of industry in the 1990s even in its down-grad~d 

role. 

There are three reasons why this down-playing of the role of 

industry in both short term adjustment policies and in discussion 

of longer term development in Africa is surprising. First, 

industry and industrial development were given pride of place in 

almost all former long term strategies for African development 

drawn up by individual countries, often with the advice and 

consultation of the international agencies. Second, and 

relatedly, the pre-eminence <or bias> give~ to industry in the 

development process did not arise from the whim of either African 

scholars or the newly independent governments of r. r . HTr1can 

countries: it was rooted in mainstream analyses and theoretical 

insights of the development literature and has persisted down to 

the present day. Finally, the 1980s have ~i~nessed no lessening 

of the emphasis placed on the r0le of industry in debates and 

strategies for long term development within Afri=a. In.:!eed, the 

1<?80s have been ter·med the "IndL•str·ial Decade for Africa". In 

f~ct it is not an exaggeration to argue that over the past 

decade, in parallel .,,itti a process of de-industr·ialisation at 

work in a number of African countries, industry appears to have 

been given an even more pr·ominr.;nt.. r·ole in consen°,;u';::; policy 

statements emanating from African countries and their le~ders. 

Not; only have these continued to: e-a-rfirm in general terms the 

i mportanc:e C)f i ndust ... y in the prnc:ess of development of the !:»ub

Sah~ran African region but the two key policy documents to come 

fr·om <=1nd init.ic;.tives propo':?-.ed by Afric:ar1 leaders in the l.9B(i~;-· 

The Lagos Pl.:m of Action for the Economic Development o·f t1fric~ 

l 9B0-·2000 .;.nd A Programme for thP IndL1:tri al Dew?l c;EmPnt _ Di]_£:c:;dr:.> 

·f 0t Afr j c 21. ·- have both high 1 i qh l::r::>d thP cf::>ntrr...l pi ,:~er: of i ndu<:"try 
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The strong contrasts between the emphasis given to the role 

of industry l·Jithin Africa by African govern1~1ents and their 

advis2rs, its virtual absence in policy debate emanating f~om 

outside Africa 2 and the implicit dm..,ngrading of industry in 

structural adjustment pr~grammes, all raise a series of questions 

for African development for the 1990s. 

Are these differing views on the role and place of industry 

in future African development merely differences in emphasis· or 

do t~ey represent differences of substance? If they are 

differences of substance, is this a ~eflection of new theoretical 

insights into the process of development? If not, then the 

question arises whether the down-grading of the role of industry, 

apparent in so much contemporary policy discussion, might leave 

Africa more underdeveloped and backward at the end of the 1990s 

than if an alternative pro-industry strategy were adapted. 

The provision of up-to-date information on industrial 

performance and the parameters around which the choice of future 

paths must needs be drawn should help to clarify controversies 

between those within Africa who have continued to maintain the 

primacy of industry in development and the external sceptics who 

have downgraded its role. ODI's 1987-1989 research programme is 

an attempt to fill this important gap in the liter·ature on recent 

African development and future prospects for the region by 

providing in-depth analyses of manufacturing industry in seven 

key countries of sub-Saharan Africa: Botswana, Cameroon, Cote 

d'Ivoire, Kenya, Nigeria, Zambia ~nd Zimb~bwe. 

Th~ countries chosen are both sufficiently dive~se and also 

suf'icient!y important in terms cf their contribution to the 

whole SSA raqion as (potentially at least) to form the basis for 

imJ .. H:ll·tc•nt in!·:ii.ghts tc, be dr<·•11m. Th1_1s;, the seven count.rii.:-~£ 

combi nPd account. for <.:.=>omf~ 

SSA and for 60 perr:Pr1t 

Additionally, th0y inslude 

40 percent of the total population of 

of the• totr..d GDP of the re·gion~. 

l...ho~.;;e in both Engl i <_;h r..ncl French 



' . . . . 
their economies, different degrees of Lff·bani sa.t i an and by 

di{ferent patterns of growth. lti rel.ation to manufacturing in 

particular, the seven include those in which manuf~cturing sector 

development has occurred in the context of widespread controls 

and interventionist policies ard those in which the policy 

context has been far more open and market-oriented. 

It would, however, be a mistake to draw the conclusion that 

therefore these seven countries in some way "represent" the 

general situation of manufacturing in SSA and that common 

features from these case-studies can be readily applied to the· 

other 40 or so countries of the sub-con~inent. In p~r·t this is 

because one of the conclusions emanating from the case-studies is 

that the pattern of manufacturing development has been very 

different from country to country and that particular 

circumFtances have had a significant impact in the evolution of 

the sector in Each of them. While such a conclusion do~s not 

mean that no generalisations can be made across the continent, it 

does sugges~ that one needs to be particularly wa~~ of trose who 

readily advocate detailed policy prescriptions across the entire 

sub-continent or, perhaps more importantly, of those who bElieve 

that the conclusions drawn from this (oT any other group of 

countries in SSA> can be applied willy-nilly to countries which 

have not been the subject of analysis. 

More substantially, however, a red warning 11ght needs to be 

displayed for those wishing to t1se these particular case-studies 

as .:1 means of understanding tne process of industrialisation ir1 

othPr African countries. This is for the simple reason that th~ 

cr1oi ce of the majority of countries was deliberately biased 

towards "s~.1c~f u.!_" manuf actw-· i ng development. One of the most 

important criteria for country selection was to pick countries in 

i.ihict. signifi.ci:lnt 

the overall context of a continent whi~h, in aggregate, h~s 

~. i fl (_I u l i'.\ r ] y f <1 i l t~ d to ±ndustri~Jise. Thus, out of lO c:o1mtrirc:·s 

tu GDf·· of 
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studies. Together, the seven selected aLcount for 60 percent of 

the total MVA of the 47 countries of SSA <40 percent if Nigeria 

i s e~; c 1 uded) 4 • 

Of course to group i:hese countr·ies together under the term 

"successful" is not meant to imply either that the process of 

industrialisation has been without blemi~h Dr that problems have 

not ar·isen which could/might impeci'? the continuation of e:<pansion 

and/or deepening of the manufacturing sector. Indeed in some 

cases, for instance Cote d'Ivoire, it is argued that the widely-

held perception of industrial success is largely misplaced. 

Nonetheless, almost all cf the 5even countries (with the partial 

exception of Zambia> have achieved industrial expansion on a par 

with the best in the sub-region. Past suc~ess, however, is by no 

means a guarantee of success in tne future. Indeed another-

conclusion is that unless policies are altered, in some cases 

quite dramatically, it is likely that the successes which have 

been achieved will be at risk in almost all the countries. 

On the other h~nd, it is to be hoped that the evidence 

p~ovided in and the rliscussion of these seven C3se-stuoies will 

help to throw light on two important que~tions for African 

development. First and rather negatively, in isolating those 

fact~r-s which have led to expansion of the manufacturing sectors 

in these selected countries, we should be more able to understand 

why the majority of African countries have failed to set in 

motion a process of sustainea industrialisation. Second, by 

analysing in some rleL~il the E.·voh•tion of man< .. tfacturir:g in these 

(most 1 y > "ve..ngL12.rd" countr i e:.-,, togetr•er with their prospects for 

further expansion into the 1990s, we should be in a better 

position to appraise the extent to which, in the context of the 

constraints facing African dPvelopment as the 1990-;::, begin, the 

r·oute to devel opmc·nt 1-Jhi ch role for { ur t hc·r· 

industrialisation is,:•. re<:.Ji~,tic stri:ltegy to be folJow""d. 
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The Importance of Non-manufacturing Sector Growth 

Rates of growth of Manufacturing Value Added <MVA> and the 

share of MVA in Gross Domestic Product <GDPi are two key 

indicators c~mmonly used to evaluate the performance of the 

manufacturing sector and to judge success. On this basis, the 

seven countries selected for detailed analysis Botswana, 

Cameroon, COte d'Ivoire, Kenya, Nigeria, Zambia and Zimbabwe

would each be judg~d successes, certainly in the SSA context and, 

at least in relation to growth rates of MVA, intern~tionally. 

This is confirmed by the trends shown in Table 1. All of the 

countries except for Botswana and Nigeria have MVA/GDP ratios 

higher than the SSA average of 10, Zambia double and timbabwe 

three times the regional average while Botswana and Nigeria have 

experienced the longest sustained expansion of MVA of all 

countries in SSA. All seven countries have had higher a~nual 

growth rates of MVA in the 1980s than the SSA average, four out 

of the seven having higher growth rates of MVA in the 1965 to 

1980 period - an average figure itself raised significantly by 

the inclusion of Nigeria. 

Even though Cas will become clearer below) rates of growth 

of MVA and the MVA/GLP ratio in isolation give a partial and, in 

the end, wholly inadequate basis for judging "sucrGss", it is 

still important to try to ~nderstand why for the selected 

countries these particular indicators have been amongst the 

highest in SSA from the 1960s to the end of t:1e 1 980s::;. Thi-:=, 

question is approached, and the subsequent discussion structured, 

by examining the different sources of growth of manufacturing 

OL,tpLlt. 

For the purposes of th~ sources of growth analysis•, 

manufacturing output growth 

domestic demand, import 

is decomposed into three elements: 

substitution and e>:porl growth. 

Di.ffic.L1lt. Uiouc]h it often is to gather long t!':•rm ~:.ourcf?':> u{ 

grc;wU·, c!;1t . .=1, 1hi;~~;e ~!Pl P c;,dcuJ,d.i:-.·d cw· m,:~de 2;.vr.d.lahlr -for -f·1vp 01.1t. 



Across all of these economies, the results 

consistently show that the predominant source of growth of 

manufacturing has been domestic der3nd. For Botswana 54 percent 

of output growth was derived from domestic demand, for Cameroon 

about 55 ,:>er·cent, for Kenya 69 percent, Niger·ia 76 percent and 

Zimbabwe 72 per·cent 11
, '°'hile for COte d'Ivoire and Zambia <where 

these par·ticular data co!...1ld not be derived or \~ere unavailable 

for more than a ~hart time-period) the case-studies suggest that 

domestic demand has been no less important 9 • Additionally, as 

the case-studies also stress, manufacturing growth has been 

dependent on access to sufficient amounts of foreign exchange 

r·equi red in order to finance both the purchase of pl ant and 

equipment and a significant proportion of inputs, l-Jhi ch the 

manufacturing sector itself has in large measure been unable to 

earn. In the pre-1980s period, rapid growth of MVA '°'as 

significantly enhanced by e:-:pansi on of the more dominant 

productive sectors, led most frequently by agriculture10 • In the 

1980s, however, it was policies adopted to address broad macro-

economic distor·tions r:.r1d therefore largely e::ternal to either 

agriculture or extractive industries) which played a major role 

in the slowdown in manufacturing growth in si :·: of the seven 

countr·i es, 1.-1hi 1 e, in the unique case of Botswana, it was a 

combination of a favourable macro-economic climate and rapid 

e:-:pansion of the leading (non-manufacturing) productive sectors 

which boosted manufacturing sector growth. 

It would thus appear that a major cause of manufacturing 

growth in SSA has harl its root: in the e7t~blishment of an 

environment conducive to steady expansive grow~h outside the 

sector itself and principally primary product-related. As this 

co~clusion seems to be confirmed for those countries in SSA with 

the most advanced manufacturing sectors, it would seem safe to 

the r· e:·g i on w i t ti 

m.::11"11.tfa.cturi ng sectcw·•.:. (th8 ;~st majority>, substantiAl gruwth of 

fTJC:HrUfcic:turing ~IOUld htc· highly r_rnlil:eJy to tD.l·:c~ plr.1c:.e r_rrilc·<.:,s·, thr:o'ir 

l~Ading productivv s~~tors wPr0 ~lso e~peri~ncing 

(:;ir·c:·i·~f. t; .;.nd f·;·p,0on':.i r:•n. 

11 111 111111 11 11 11 1111111 111 I 111 I 111111111111 I 11111111111 1111 Ill 11111 I 11 I 1111111111111111111I11 111 I I 1111111 111111111 I I 1111111 11111111 Ill 
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Growth Rate of MVA and Ratio of MVA to GDP 
Case Study Countries and SSA Averages 

MVAiGDP 
1986 

Growth Rate of MVA 
1965- 1980 1980-1986 

Comment 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Botswana 6 

Cameroon 12 

13.5 

7.0 5.42 

Highest grcwt~ rate 
of MVP in SSA 

Given its size,mos~ 
rapid increase in 
MVA in SSA post 19~ 

Cote d'Ivoire 16 9.1 2.S:t Higher than average 
on all three scores 

Kenya 12 10.5 

Nigeria 8 14.6 

Zambia 20 :;. 3 

Zi mbab~·Je 4. (l1 

4.1 

1. (I 

0.6 

1.3 

Higher than average 
on all three scores 

Greatest Growth in 
absolute MV~ in 
all SSA 

Lar~est increase of 
MVA/GDP ratio in SSi 
1965-80 C6% to 20%) 

Highest MVA/GDP 
l'"·c;;tio in SSA 

Al 1 Sub-Sr.1t-1c..ran 
Airica 10 8.5 0.3 

Source: 

Note: 

War 1 d Bank , < 1 988 > 
Ta::iles 2 an· 3. 

Wol'"· l d Development Re....L.;.p...;;;o_r...;t _ _;;..1 _9...;;;S_B, 

1. Own calculations from national sources, see Part II. 
2. World Bank data not used, rather EIU and country 
case study estimates for 1985 and 1986. 
3. See text below for discussion of this particular 
t.•~.::t i mr.•.te. 

It is imp~rtant, however, not to over-emphasi~e the role of 

domestic <and sh al 1 sub-regi anal> demand in 

stimulc.•.ting the e:.:p.:msion of manL1factL1rinq OLttput: predomi.nant 

does not n1e:·an e:·:clu~,ive. The figures quoted ~hove of the share 

of growth .?tttribuU:o.hJe to dom.:"stic demar1d alsc imply that 8. far 

from insignificant part of 0L1tput gr·~lwth oric;,iriated in import 

Lubstitution ~nd/or export growth - ranging from 24 percent fo1-

Ni(J"-'1·1,·· tn 46 P''.·rccnt for r:otswar1a - with the d.:itE•. ~.L•QfJ!'.~·:.ting, 
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do~~ not appear necessarily to ~ave provided either E particular 

benefit or impediment lo achieving ~.igh relative sh.r•res of these 

items in overall output growth. l.Je thus need to examine trends 

in these particular sources of growth in more detail. 

The Poor Record of Manufac:tur-ing Exports 

When the contribution to total manufactur·ed output of e:{por·t 

growth and import substitution is analysed over different time 

periods, what is particularly striking is the manner in which key 

features have b·2n common to all the countries for which data are 

available, with a number of them also occurring in similar 

historical sequence. For instance, after domestic dem2nd the 

next most important source of output growth has alw~ys been 

import substitution, accounting in all countries, frequently, for 

four ~nd five times the contribution made by export gro~th. 

Addi ti onall y, it has not been uncommon <in Nigeria, Kenya and 

?imbabwe, for tnstancE> for export growth to make a negative 

contribution to output growth for certain manufacturing sub-

sectors, particularly over more recent time periods. Not only is 

the share of output origin~ting in export growth extremely small 

but the case-study data for· all the countries 

manufactured e>:por·ts make only a minor contribution to total 

output - indeed in most of the countries <Botswana is the 

e:-:ception here and Cameroon ·for a short period) manufactured 

expurts have declined in fixed price terms over 

since the early 1960s. 

long periods 

Other trends also indic£te that the relative importance of 

ex~ort growth in overall production has consistently declined in 

countries for which these trends can be ~nalysed with some spnse 

of reliabi1ity 11 • Thi.~s for Cc?meroon, for instance, c~:-:port gr-r·111th 

i'lcr:ount!?d for· 17 percent of mimufacturing output groi.-1t1-, in the 

e~rly 1965 to 1970 period but more than halved to eight percent 

i~ the period 1970 to 1975. Fc>r :::(.my·a, the c;.:pur1 /output r.-,.,ti o 

,;, nppud from over 70 pP.rcr·nt: Jr• thP erirly 
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1982/83 following a trend begun in the early 1960s. 

Not only have manufactured exports constituted a small" and 

falling proportion of total output growth but these experts have 

tended to be dominated by further processed <largely 

agriculturally-linked> goods destined for markets outside S
0

SA, 

thus to many analysts not strictly speaking - manufactured 

e:<ports at al 1. In contrast, if the major e:-:ports of pro<::essed 

primary products are excluded, the remaining and far smaller 

quentities of manufactured exports have predominantly been 

destined for countries within SSA, usually going to near-

neighbours. It is more than coincidence that for the three 

countries (both from the c~se-studies and in the SSA region as a 

whole) with the largest value of manufactured exports over the 

post-1960s period COte d'Ivoire, Kenya and Zimbabwe12 all 

were initially the most industrially developed in their 

respective regions of the continent. For each of them, in the 

early years especially, these regional markets were often little 

more than an extended domestic market, an advantage originating 

in their being administrative centres in the pre-Independence 

period and enhanced, but probably not critically determined, by 

the establishment of regional trade agreements 13 • 

It has, however, become increasingly difficult for these 

"regional export-leaders" to m~intain their share - and in some 

cases even the absolute amounts of regional trade in 

manufactures-•• Two main factors would appear to have contributed 

to these trends. First, non-African cou.nt.rie~: have:· grown 

increasingly su~cessful in recent years jn supplying the African 

ma~ket with manufactured goods. Thus between 1970 and 1984, for 

instance, imports of manufa~tures to developing African countries 

<UNCTAD definition> increased more than fivefold 

t; i 11 ion. Of this amount, only $650 million <a mere l.5 percent> 

were supplied from within Africa compared with a still small, but 

significantly larger, four percent which developing Africa 

supplied in l.9-i'O !UNCTAD,1987:104-105>. 
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rel~t~~ to the ~m~ll, yPt. ln ~frican terms ~ignif1ca~t, ris~ in 

manuf<:tcturing industry in oltH?r· c.o;.: ... tries of the continent which 

have expanded the manufacture, in particular, of more simple, 

consumer-oriented products already manufactured by their 

neighbours'- 4 • The main industries here would include basic food .. 

industries, textile and/or clothing, wood and furniture, beer and 

beverages. The rec~nt expansion of manufactured exports from 

Zambia into regional mar+:ets would, for instance, be par·t of the 

phenomenon of largely replacing products from third African 

coL;ntri es. Equally the case of Cameroon is of interest because 

it managed to expand its regional manufactured exports up to the 

mid-1970s, exploiting markets before its neighoours began their 

own import-substituting industries. But in recent years it, too, 

has lost market shares: the ratio of manufactured to total 

exports had fallen to a low of just over one percent by 1982 and, 

at least in proportional terms, failed subsequently to recover. 

In brief, the longer term trends in the role and position of 

manufactured exports in the evolution of the sector in SSA (a 

slightly more complex relationship than is often thought) can be 

generalised in the following manner. The absolute quantity of 

manufactured exports from SSA has remained minute, esperially 

when processed primary products 

products or copper> are excluded. 

(including refined petroleum 

Additionally, .at least over 

the past 20 years, not only has there been no marked movement 

from production for the domestic market to production for the 

regional market and finally -to production for the overeeas 

market 1 ~, but there has tended to be a retreat in recent years to 

a more exclusive reliance on the domestic market. 

Reasons For Poor Export Performance 

It is onF~ thing, 1'"1o~·ic-ver·, to isolate common tr·•:>nds,, i-1.riother 

to establish their causes. The conventional and widely-shared 

explanation for these trends runs along the following lines. The 

failure of manufacturing industry in sub-Saharan Afric~ to become 

mora export-oriented 
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because l •- ha.s tended to become evet- more :-n gh cost over ti·1•c': pd~:t 

two to three decades. Additionally, it is argued that its high 

cost structure has been due to inefficiencies originating in and 

perpetuated by rising levels of protection and the erection of 

other barriers to external competition, such as the persistence 

of over-valued exchange rates but, most especially, through 

quantitative restrictions placed on competing imports. The 

conclusion commonly drawn is that if the trends of the past two 

to three decades are to be reversed then priority should be given 

to policies aimed at reducing tariffs, eliminating quantitative 

restrictions and at ensuring that there is far closer alignment 

between the nominal and real exchange rates. 

Does the evidence in the case studies confirm this 

conventional explanation and its policy conclusions? The answer 

is: only partially! To begin with, it i~ of more than passing 

interest to know that until recently (from the 1980s onwards) , 

there was little if any concerted effort put into promoting 

manufactured exports, especially to destinations overseas, exce~t 

for processed agricultural and mineral products. As a result a 

"climate" encouraging manufacturers to look for, promote and 

expand into markets beyond their borders or those of their near-

neighbours was never established. Indeed a combination ot, 

often, the absence of trade promotion activities targeted to 

manufacturers and few or minimal export incentives reinforced 

each other and effectively .ti:;ened any ambi ti ans manufacturers 

might have had to try to penetrate and obtain a sure foothold in 

E:.:poi°·t markets. 

The pr inc i pJ e role tt-1..=i.t appE·,.;;.rs to have been assi gr1ed to 

m<mu-f <'.~:t ur· i ng in SSA was to establish plants and factori~s in 

order to manufacture goods predominantly for the domestic (2nd 

regional) markets in the attempt to replace imports and hPnce 

r~duce the over~ll import bill. That this provides an important 

element in explaining the low level of manufacturing exports is 

confirmed by policy changes initiated in the 1980s. In .:•. number 

Zambia and Zimbabwe - this period SBW th~ 
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policies and the establishment or extension of export incentives. 

Important though these developments have been, however, they need ~ 

-· 
to be placed in a broader context. Thus, it has to be 

acknowledged that the overall effect on raising the export/outpu~ 

ratio ···has been at best modest, at worst negligible. 

Additionally, in those countries where manufacturing industry has 

been relatively "long established" all of the case studies,· 

with the exception of Botst'l#ana and where some successes in 

expanding into the export field in recent years have cccurr~d, 

there have been only very few examples of firms originally 

oriented to the domestic market switching significantly to the 

e:-:port market an important issue, to be discussed further 

For most enterprises, exporting has only been possible on 

a "marginal cost basis" ~·Ji th over.:.d 1 costs covered through 

charging higher prices on the domestic market or else, as appears 

to have occurred in Zambia, c?.S a resL!l t of government 

subsidies 1 •. 

Does, then, the evidence confirm that i major reason for the 

increasing inward-looking nature of manufacturing arises from its 

increasingly high cost structure vis-~-vis competitive imports? 

Here tho case-study evidence is far from unambiguous. l•Jt·1i le for 

a range of industries in most countries studied comparative price 

data indicatP that domestic prices are higher (often considerably 

higher) th2n border prices, .the evidence from a. number of 

countries, including Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Kenya and COte d'Ivoire 

indicates some contradictory trends. In tt·1ese countries 

i nternation.:..l competitiveness across a range of industries has 

been maintained in a climate of rising protectionism; indeed 

there is evidence to suggest that competitiveness between firms 

in the same industry differs often quite markedly and that the 

degree of competitivenes£ has increased for cprtain firms over 

ti me. For a number of firms, ~lbeit the minority, production has 

al ways been e:·:por·t-or i r::nted 1-.d. th ~Jel 1 over 50 percent of output 

destined for the e::por·t, and not uniqw~ly, for· thP p;-:tr.::1·-regional 

What this sort of evidence suggests is that the 
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prevailin~ policy framework and trade and tariff regime in these 

countries does not provide anything like a complete e}:planation 

for the internal/e:<ternal orientation of manufactur-ing in SSA. 

Other factors are c..iearly involved: in all these countr-ies other 

policy measures Cpar·ticularly export incentives> have been able 

to narr-ow price differentials considerably. Additionally, in 

r·egard to the e:<change rate, the evidence from Kenya and Zimbabwe 

and from the francophone countries suggests that this has not 

been "e:-:cessi vel y" over-valued. 

It is in the context of this discussion that the important 

case of Botswana needs to be considered. Botswana appears to be 

an exception to the general trends in three significant ways. 

First, the growth of manufactured exports in the ten year period 

to the mid-1980s accounted for a higher share of output grcwth 

than for any of the other countries in the same, and in some 

cases in any other, period. Second, manufactured exports 

<excluding meat slaughtering> have expanded at a rate of over 15 

percent a year in the 1980s (to 1987, at least>. Finally, the 

environment for the development of manufacturing in Botswana is 

characterised both by minimal external protection and by policies 

which determine that the prices of manufactures domestically 

produced should be similar to the price of competing imports. To 

deduce, however, 

have been due 

that Botswana's manufacturing export successes 

to its trade and tariff policies would be 

prematur·e. 

that, in 

Three other factors need to be considered. One is 

contrast with the oth~r case-study countries, there has 

always been a "climate" of exporting in Botswana. :'1ddi ti onal 1 y, 

it is important to remember that Botswana's manufacturing base 

and, even more, its non-traditional exports constitute a tiny 

~olume of goods. Most importantly, however, is the fact that not 

even Botswana has managed to break out of its dependence on 

regional markets for its manufactured exports - less than five 

percent of its non-beef manufactured exports went to destjnations 

other than Zif11babw~ or South Africa, a share not dissimi l.:w to 

most of the other case-study countries. It does not seem, 

thr?r·E~fore, U1<d.. j '' Botswana. minimal 

c:onipct1t1ve f.•::rl 1a.r1qr .. · provide e;.: C) U.~:. i ·/C: l '( 01" 
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of export-oriented manufacturing. 

Returning to the gPneral discussion, understanding the 

sequence of the origin of the problem and the policy response in 

relation to the current lack of international competitiveness of 

much of manufacturing in SSA has important implications for 

attempts to redress the problem and to d~versify the structure of 

manufacturing. Thus, if recent events are any guide to current 

policy deci si ans it would appea..-· that efforts to alter the 

st..-·uctur-e of manufact!.lr-ing and, in particular, attempts to ..-·aise 

both the level and share of e:<ports in total output, are highly 

unlikely to succeed by tinkering with tariff levels and rapidly 

opening up manufacturing to internationally competitive forces 

unless and until changes are made to address the problems of 

comparative inefficiency at the enterprise level. ~Jhat is more, 

there is little to suggest in the case-studies that drives to 

create more domestic competition and to remove the power and 

control of large firms in particular- industrial sub-sectors will 

be likely to lead to a rapid expansion of manufactured exports. 

Indeed recent cross-sectional evidence would tend to confirm the 

view that such an approach is likely to be counter-productive17
• 

Even the Botswanan exp~r-ience would tend to confirm that a 

liberal trade regime is inadequate, in i~alation, to create a 

strong manufacturing sector capable of competing inter-nationally. 

What would appear to be needed, in general terms, is an overall 

commitment by the management and supported by politicians and 

financi.al institutions, to improve efficiency through 

implementing a range of policies aimed at raising productive 

efficiency10 • What is required is typically a package of factors 

which would i~clude the following: more appropriate machinery, 

"new" management techniques, research and technological 

capabilities, innovative ways of raising labour productivity, 

systematir attempts to enter new non-domestic markets with higher 

quality products packaged more attractively, attempts to reduce 

comparative transport disadvantages, the provision or extension 

of p;:pnrt credit g1 . .1i::1rantPE~~. cmd facililH::'.::, to mini.mi~>E·: for1::if.Jn 
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The importance of this conclusion is confirmed by examples 

from some of the case studies which show that manufacturing firms 

(in the textile sub-sector especially, but also in others> with, 

•_intil recently, little or no previous tradition of e:~porting 

outside the continent of Africa have now succeeded in 

establishing t:-.2mselves, especially in EEC markets, following 

some or all of the following changes: the re-equipping of their 

factories with new or less antiquated plant and machinery, the 

mounting of a sust~ined export drive, often with state assistance 

in penetrating new markets, substantive changes in worker/machine 

relationshios and new management techniques 19 • What is more, 

international e::perience suggests that sue•, a conclusion is +ar· 

from unique to SSA20 • 

The Record of Import Substitution 

Returning ~o the sources of growth analysis, i-se need to 

consider the third element, namely import substitution. Two 

initial features should be noted • First, in the countries for 

which evidence is available, import substitution has been a 

significant source of manufacturing output growth in at least one 

phase of the country's i ndustr·i al history: it accounted for 30 

percent of output growth in Nigeria fr· om 1963 to 1973; for· 37 

percent in Botswana from 1973/74 to 1984/85 and for· 18 percent in 

Kenya from 1970 to 1975. Of importance, too, in ti-10 countries 

for· particular <albeit relatively short) periods of time, import 

:;1_1bsti tuti on cons ti tut(:d the major soL1rc• of gr·::;wth: .:.ccount.i ng 

for 55 percent of output growth in Zambia in the late 1960s and 

for 54 percent of output growth in manufacturing in next-door 

neighbour Zimbabwe from 1952/53 to 1964/65. Yet the seco:-1d 

feature which the case-study evidence reveals is that, while the 

degree of import substitution has varied from country to country, 

the overall jmpact appears to have been minim~l in all but one of 

thesP countr i. e~; Cthe exception being Zimbabwe>. It ha~. re~;ul ted 

nE:it.her ir1 a Vf~ry signifir::r.mt. df:·gr·ee of inter-linl:<HJeS viith ot.ht?r 

-:.c.ub···!":·,r;·c::tor·~ r.1-f. m.:.1nuf actur i ng ((1r to oth(::r product i vc S(?C:t.or~> of 



product:;.), nor· to .:>. s1gn1ficant fall in the importation of even 

simpler consumer goods. What this suggests is that the process 

of substituting for imports has tenrled to be arbitrary, confirmed 

by other ~~idence which also indicates that in many · of the 

countries a large and, not unusually, a growing absolute quantity 

of manufactured imports still consist of consumer goods. 

How does one explain this limited progress and patchy 

performance··? A conventional view of import substitution in SSA 

is that it was aimed initially at replacing the high level of 

simpler consumer-good imports, its advocacy being linked to the 

substantial and/or expanding level of domestic ~emand for these 

products and to the fact that their manufacture required fairly 

simple machinery and techniques of production, few skills and 

frequently <though not always) a proportion of inputs which were 

locally availabie. 

import substitution, 

has been completed in 

region and import 

SSA has not advanced far along the road of 

it is argued, because this "easier" phase 

increasing numbers of countries in the 

substitution policies pursued in relative 

insul.:..ri ty tend to "•;iet stuck" 21 • In the literature on African 

industrialisation, this view has commonly been put forward and 

frequently propou~deJ as a complete and sufficient explanation 

for both the shallowness of African industrialisation and the 

fall off in the relative importance of import substitution over 

time. 

This interpretation, however, remains incomplete, leaving as 

il does a range of questions unanswered. l.<Jhy, for i nstar1ce, ha=--> 

tt-1e e:<tent of :import suLstitution achieved tended to vary so 

mar~edly from one country to another, why, as just noted, does 

such a high qL1ant it y of co, ,=>wner goods st i 11 hav£: to be imported 

and why is it that the process of import substitution has been 

longer perjads in some countries than in 

othr::'t ::;':"' To ~iha.t £':<tent has> the "o:..;lo~idown" in the process of 

i mpc>rt ~>ubsti ti.1t1 nn been due tc; "riatural" -f ,:;c.:tor~. rather than to 

;~d1H ti ona l steps ta promote the 

nnn- <.::(>r1~,umer· or i f':?ntr:·d 1 ndustr i e!:.,':' To 
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But perhaps the first question to as~ is whether this simple 

view of import substitution i5 borne out by the facts. The case 

study evidence throws this into some doubt. To start with, 

import substitution~ for instance, in Nigeria, COte d'Ivoire, 

Kenya, Zambia and Zimbabwe was by no means exclusively confined 

to the r·eplacement · of simple consumer goods: there .-1as a 

deliberate policy to establish more sophisticated industries, at 

different time periods in the case of the first three countries 

listed. 

Additionally, the evidence fails to show that the share of 

output growth attributable to import substitution declined over 

time. In Kenya, for instance, the re~ative contribution of 

import substitution to overall output expansion appears to have 

risen from the late 1960s to the early 1970s and, after a period 

of decline in the late 1970s, to have continued expanding in the 

early 1980s, with some sub-sectors recording their highest 

relative expansion in import substitution in the later period. 

Nonetheless, and in spite of these apparent advances, even by the 

early 1980s Kenyan industry was not markedly diversified. In 

Nigeria, althou~h the overall figures tend to confirm a relative 

decline over time in the share of import substitution in overall 

growth, the figures probably conceal m0re than they reveal 

because, as the case-study argues, import substitution in Nigeria 

has been very shallow, with the rise in the expansion of 

investment goods in the period 1973 to 1983 (compared with the 

1963 to 1973> due predominantly to the settin~ up of 

lhi9h-cost> vehicle assembly plants. For Botswa~a, in the period 

1973-74 to 1984/85 and following annual growth rates of 13 

p€:r-ct:•nt for the previous eight years, import substitution 

~ccounted for nearly 40 percent of output grGwth2~. 

c.:1.se·-study is al so of relevance here because it shov::.; that j n 

spite of the high degree of import substitution, especially in 

the l~te 1960s, ~nd a rapid and prolonged rise in the MVA/GDP 

r.:i.l10 (!:;·.ve "fc:·blc· J, c:<bovr-.:>, der1f:>ndf.mce Ltprm imports in the• .T1rn··p 
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time, while over the past two decades there would appear to have 

been little if any substantial structura! shifts occurring within 

the sector. 

The most interesting results, however, come from Zimbabwe 

where, in contrast with the other six countries, ~he degree of 

inter-industry linkages is high and the level of imported to 

total inputs is low, at least in contrast with other countries of 

the SSA region. There has developed in Zimbabwe a quite complex 

level of inter-action both and within different 

manufacturing sub-sectors and forward to the agricultural, 

mining, construction and transport sectors, while, additionally, 

the imported to total inputs ratio has declined progressively a~ 

least over the last two decades2~. 

These characteristics ~nd the fact that the manufacturing 

sector accounts for some 27 percent of GDP point to considerable 

and relatively comprehensive import s0ostitution having taken 

place in Zimbab1-1~. What is more, the sourc2s of growth analysis 

strongly supports this conclusion. The Zimbabwean experience 

also shows that the process of import substitution has managed to 

lead to the production of a range of p;·oducts of 

enough for them to be internationally traded. 

a qLlal i ty high 

Fi n al 1 y , f i r· m 

level evidence shows that import substitution has been continuing 

throughout the 1980s saving tens of millions of dollars of 

foreign exchange, even though in aggregate the decomposition of 

the sour·ces of gro~ith data tend to sugges~ that i mpo:-·t 

substitution ha~ now all but ceased. 

Lessons From Zimbabwe 

Clearly if Zimbabwe has been Able to develop its induc;:,tr1al 

base in the manner descr i I.led, there would appear ta be no a 

in SSA could not 

init1atr:d 



ind~~tri~l grr~lh 

d~rived from impcrt substitution activities <30 ~iercent and over> 

as Zimbabwe clearly did for almost 30 yec..rs. For this example to 

be replicated, however, one would ·need to·attempt to isolate 

those factor·s which led Zimbabwe to succeed in reaching a level 

of import substitution and depth of its manufacturing base not 

achieved elsewhere in SSA24 as well, perhaps, as pinpointing 

impediments absent in Zimbabwe but influential in preventing such 

development in other countries. 

The Zimbabwe case-study discusses in some depth the reasons 

for its successes as well as stressing some of the weaknesses, 

i nadequac1es, unique hi stor·i cal circumstances and elements of" 

good fortune which played a part in the evolution of the 

manufacturing sector. Some of these relate to developments 

within the manufacturing sector iteelf, others to policies and 

incentives within the wider economy. The most important factors 

highlighted <albeit at different points of time> would include 

the followirg: 

much 

one 

government support for industrial promotion and 
expansion, a sustained period without balance of 
payments problems, a long period of overall growth and 
continued diversification in the rest of the economy, a 
fairly d~veloped and efficientlv operating supporting 
physical, transport and financial infrastructure, a 
developed capital market, high levels of local 
management and engineering skills, knowledge of 
production processes and ability to adapt machinery to 
local conditions, international confidence in the 
economy leading to inf lows of foreign investment and 
technology (in the crucial pre-UDI period), trade 
agreements which ensured relatively captivfr 
neighbouring and larger markets for goods, tariffs and 
quantitative restrictions ~hich provided protection to 
newly-established firms and, in the case of some firms, 
the payment of subsidies. 

What seems to have been important for Zimbabwe was not so 

that one or other characteristics featured more strongly at 

point o" time but rather the convert,Jence of so many 

supportive elements for long periods of time, together with the 

ability of both the government and manuf acturer·s to adapt as 

I I I I 1111 I 1111111111111111111111111 I 11111 11111111111 •1 111111111 I Ill I 1111111 I 11111 1111111 I 111111 I 1111 11111 I II 
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circumstances, internal and e:-:tern.;.lly-induced, change~ - sho~m 

most clearly during the phase of the Unilateral Declaration of 

Independence <UDI>. In contrast, most of the other case studies 

point to particular weaknesses in their own manufacturing 

history. For instance, the Botswanan, Kenyan and Zambian studies 

refer to the crucial rol~ of management in pinpointing short-term 

success and more prolonged failure to susta.in i_ndustri.al 

expansion and deepening. For its part, the .expansion of 

manufacturing in COte d'Ivoire was due in no small measure to 

competent management, the weakness being its expatriate nature. 

Failures in Cameroon's attempts to expand heavy industry are 

attributed to poor· techr.i.cal design and inadequate 

infrastructure, especially power supplies, while for Kenya the 

fragility of the country's ~ngineering base is mentioned as an 

important constraint. ~or Nigeria, inadequate levels of high-

level an over-dependence upon oil revenues, 

politically-motivated decisions and t:·,e availability of gre.:.ter 

incentives to entrepreneurs engaged in commerce are all 

highlighted as causes of failure to expand industry and develop 

successful import substitution industries the lack of 

incentives for entrepreneurs also being a point highlighted in 

the case of Kenya. 

free environment 

For COte d'Ivoire, in a generally protection-

in the early post-independent years, the 

incentive system discriminated against the establishment and 

expansion of intermediate and capital goods industries. 

Besides these specific impediments there were more 

widespr~ad problems which arose or were far more prevalent and 

~;:·,ich cc::r.triL.utE?d to the particular pattern of industrial is;«t1on 

~1hich developed. Th LIS in Kenya, Nigeria, Cote d I voi .- e, C<.<.mt-r orn1 

and ZClmbia. pressures to expand the sector morE rapidly in the 

face of inadequate domestic skjlls, markets and a reliable supply 

of i npLttS led both to an uncoo1 dinated establishment of 

enterprises and a number i ndustr i .:..1 f z, i 1 ur p<:;·,, 

often conceilled Cunti 1 the 1980s when cost-cutting exercises 

became more urgent> by government bail-outs and escala~ing 

In count.r1es lik~ COte d'Ivoire, Zambia, Cbmoroon and 

t·J J. (.:.v.·r 1 ii~ , !. 1 noe politic.;:d J 1 ir1~.pirr.·cJ 
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overall planning, in the absence of adequate infrastructure, with 

inadequate local and, not infrequently, foreign personnel all 

played a significant role in establishing and perpetuat~ng 

inefficient industries. These pressures have by no means 

disappeared in the late 1980s as, for instance, the Ajaokuta 

steel plant in Nigeria provides testimony. 
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SEEkING EXPLANATIONS FOR rHE POOR PERFORMANCE IN THE F"F:ESENT L'ECADE 

An important set of questions concerning post-independent 

industrialisation in SSA is raised by the apparent abrupt changes 

in over-al 1 perf or·mance in the 1980s compa.-·ed with the 1960s and 

1970s, tne summarised details of which are reproduced in Table 2, 

below. Why was it that, in general, growth rates in 

manufacturing fell dramatically in the 1980s? Relatedly, 

however·, why was it that, against this general tr-end, 

manufacturing growth rates in Cameroon and Botswana remained 

buoyant, Botswana's growth rate (accor·ding to World Bank data) 

amounting to over twice the rate of growth of manufacturing of 

all middle-income developing countries. Another question to ask 

in the light of the previous discussion is why Zimbabwe's 

manufacturing sector did not retL1rn to its steady pre-

Independence rate of growth? Finally we need to ask why the 

1980s at least in te period 1980-86 - appear to have been 

characterised by so much volatility in growth rates in so many of 

the case-study countries, but why the expansion in Cameroon and 

Kenya appears, in contrast, to have been smooth and steady. 

The External Environment 

An initial explanation for the dramatic fall in growth rates 

of MVA lies beyond sub-Sa.har·an Africa to the per·forma_nce of the 

major actors in the world economy. In the period, 1980 to 1986, 

the average growth rates of the leading industrial economies 

dropped by 30 perc~nt to per c.:ent a. yedr compare::d '°'i th the 

preyious period, 1965 to 1980, the drop in their annual import 

growth being even grea~er-, falling off by 36 per-cent to 1.3 

percent a year <World Bank 1988, Tables 2-16). This sl 01,,down in 

the i;,wc1wth of 1-mr J d product i ur1 ..:.nd tri",de itself adver··sel y 

c:~f·fectt-d i.-1orld prices of c:rn11mod1t1es leadir.g t.o .?.n c.>vi::•n greatc-r 

df?C:el€?r.:<tion in indu!::,trial grcMth in tht-> developing c>conomies: 

the inde:-: oi e<<Jricultural ~rices fell from 100 1n 

prices from 100 to ~ .. ::,.~:, (Jr1r, 



For all middle-income economies, average growth of MVA fell. from 

8.2 percent for the period 1965 to 1980 to 2.5 percent from 1980 

to 1986, with growth rates falling by more than half in 25 out of 

29 countries for which World Bank data were available. It is 

thus apparent that the slowdown in manufacturing gr·owth in SSA 

was part of a far:; wider phenomenon. 

For the countries of SSA with Cas the case-studies have 

indicated) their manufacturing sectors oriented predominantly to 

domestic demand and their inputs of both raw materials and 

machinery, spares and equipment highly dependent upon imports, 

the effects of trade volume and price contractions on the overall 

level of imports and on aggregate growth had particularly 

adverse, although indirect, effects on most industrial sectors. 

As the data in Table 2 show, substantial contractions in GDP 

growth rates and in export and import expansion rates coincided 

with major falls in MVA for most countries. In contrast, in the 

case of Cameroon, MVA expanded as did GDP growth rates and 

exports, while for Botswana, annual GDP growth still remained 

astonishingly high, above 11 percent, coinciding with only a 

relative slowdown in MVA. 



Annual Average Growth Rates of Selected Indicators, 
1965-80 and 1980-86 Case-Study Countrie~ 

Country 1965 to 1980 growth rates 

GDP MVA AVA3 
Imports E:<por-ts 

Botswana 14.3 13.5 -. 7 •. r 24.52 37.02 

Cameroon 5.1 7.0 4.2 5.6 C" '""\ 
..J • ..:. 

Cote d'Ivoire 6.8 9.1 3.3 8.0 5.6 
Kenya 6.4 10.5 4.9 1. 7 o. 3 
Nigeria 8.0 14.6 1. 7 15.1 11.4 
Zambia 1. 8 5.3 2.2 -5.5 1. 7 
Zimbabl'lle 4.4 4.0 1 C" c:-s ..J • ..J -1.8 3.5 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SSA average 5.6 1.6 8.5 4.9 6.6 

1980 to 1986 growth rates 

GDP M'v'A AVA 3 Imports E:-:ports 

Botswana 11. 9 6.2 -9.8 2.92 14.72 

Cameroon 8.2 5.4 1.4 -0.5 13.8 
cote d' Ivoire-0. 3 2.8 0.9 -5.4 3.5 
Kenya 3.4 4. 1 2.8 -5.2 -0.9 
Nigeria -3.2 1. 0 1. 4 -17.2 -6.0 
Zambia -0. 1 0. 6 -0. 7 -7.3 -2. 1 I 

Zimbc;.bwe 2.6 1.3 3.4 -6. 
.., -2.7 I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
,.-.r-.r. average 0.0 1.2 0.3 .., C" -2. 1 ~~H -, • ..J 

- -

Source: World Bank <1988>, World Development Report 1988, World 
Tables 1987 and country case-study (for Cameroon). 

Notes: 1. 1969 to 1980, national data. 
2. Botswana trade data from World Tables 1987, for all 
other countries from World Development Report 1988. 
3. Agricultural Value ~dded. 

It is thus apparent that for most of the case studies a part 

of the explanation for both the lower rates of growth of MVA and 

of the greater volatility lies outside their manufacturing 

sectors, a fact which confirms the vulnerability of manufacturing 

to external influences. Lower levels of export earnings together 

with mare restrictive access to investment and commercial finance 

and little if any increase in development assistance coincided 

with lower levels of agricultural and mining production. The 

effects were felt on both the demand and supply side of 

mc;nL1{ acturi ng: in r.lemc:•nd ·for 
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which restricted the supply of inputs to manufacturing, the 

provision of spare parts and the availability of funds needed for 

rehabilitation, reinvestment or expansion. Capacity utilisation 

lev~ls dropped and the overall climate put paid to much hope of 

new for·eign investment to help bridge the gr-owing gap in external 

resource requirements. For many of these countries - Cate 

d'Ivoire, Kenya, Ni ger·i a, Zambia and Zimbabwe and eventual 1 y 

Cameroon - increased macro-economic dislocation <rising balance· 

of payments and fiscal deficits and high and rising rates of 

inflation) led to pressures, internal and external, to introduce 

further deflationary policies through either World Bank promoted 

or less formalised structural adjustment programmes. 

in the short to medium term at least, was 

The result, 

to depress 

manufacturing further, with the varying effectiveness of the 

measures adopted and their differing duration contributing to the 

often substantial annual swings in MVA as the 1980s proceeded. 

It took, however, in general to the latter half of the 

decade for more substantial policies directed specifically at 

manufacturing either to be introduced or to come under serious 

consideration in the attempt to address the more substantiel 

strJctural problems inherited, and perhaps worsened, during the 

past 15 years. As a result it is probably too early to be able 

to analyse with any certainty the effects that these particular 

initiatives have had, both in tackling the problems of the past 

and in preparing manufacturing to face the problems and 

challenges of the 1990s - even if initial indications suggest 

that much will need to be done if high and sustained growth rates 

of manufacturing are to be attained in the decade of the 1990s. 

Diffprent C.:r.se·-StL1dy E::periencps and E:·(planations 

For Zimbabwe, the 1980s beg~n not only with great optimism 

for the future but also with impressive initial economic 

e~pansion. The ending of the war, the removal of the sanctions 

prE~mi um clnd l·~:c£:·1 lent r<"'i n<; <·i) 1 ru1. nf or·c ed P.C'lch other to produce 



economy. Manufacturing benefited from pent-up domestic demand 

while supply constraints were eased with the rapid expansion of 

import allocations underwritten first by aid ~ flows but 

increasingly by e:-:ternal commercial borrowing. In many ;·espects, 

however, initial post-independent success had the effect of 

diverting attention away from the incr-easingl y ur-gent need for a 

change in industrial structure and for new policies to be 

introduced to achieve this crucial objective, especially the 

necessity to expand the level and share of manufactured exports 

and to address the related problem of raising the level of 

aggregate investment in the sector 2 •. 

Thus, when the worst drought in history, falling export 

prices ard volumes, a rapid reduction in the real value of import 

allocations and a consequent contraction in domestic demand 

followed in the post-1982 period, policies towards manufacturing 

were altered little27 • It was only in the 1984-86 period that 

the authorities became convinced that substantive changes Mere 

required to establish a manufacturing base more immune to 

external shocks and even later to realize sufficiently that the 

new package of export incentives which had been introduced was 

insufficient to cope with the inter-related problems of 

fluctuating levels of MVA and structural torpidity. 

In the case of COte d'Ivoire, large reductions in MVA in the 

early 1980s were attributable to two main factors: the fall in 

the price of and demand for the country's dominant agricultural 

exports and the severely deflationary policies introduced in the 

post-1.982 period to deal with ttH? lar·ge and growing fisc".l c•T1d 

cur~ent account deficits. The results were to induce a squeeze 

on the domestic demand for manufactures and on the supply of 

inputs into the sector. Additionally, regic1nal manufactured 

e~:pcwts 11"1ere 

production in 

coming under ch&llenge from 

other west ~frican countries. 

rates and concomitant falls in c.:1pacit.y 

expanded or new 

Negat i vc· M\){) 9r·o"ith 

<:1ccornpanied by a higher flegreE.• of uncer·tainty i.1.bc1u1. thr~ fut1_1rf! 

d1rc?r.:t1on of policy; thi<:.' not or1ly ,:,dver~:.ely affectc-c.! tt.c· ov•.:.:r.:-11 



aggravating still further an already serious bal~nce of payments 

deficit. Successive structural adjustment programmes failed 

either to stem the trend of manufacturing output contraction or 

to come to grips with increasingly serious internal and external 

imbalances. Short term expansion in manufac'turing value added 

was due primarily to changes in demand for processed agricultural 

e:<por·ts and to an intermittent easing of import constr·aints 

following injections of new funds following on ne .. , Eank and Fund

sponsored debt rescheduling agreements. As in the Zimbab,.,e case, 

few new manufacturing-specific policy measures were introduced in 

the first half of the 1980s; these were planned with some 

reluctance and hesitancy - for the final years of the decade but 

with little hope that substantial structural changes to distance 

manufacturing from its dominant dependent links on agriculture 

would b~ achieved. 

In Zambia and Niger·ia, volatile and, in general, very low 

average levels of growth in manufacturing in the 1980s can be 

traced to the high levels of reliance on imported inputs, coupled 

with an almost complete dependence on a single foreign exchange 

earner, major infrastru~tural bottlenecks and weak inter-linkages 

between manufacturing and the wider productive economy. Both the 

dramatic fall in the price of copper, in the case of Zambia, and 

of oi 1, in the case of Nigeria, and the stop-go nature in which 

attempts were made to resolve the growing foreign exchange crises 

underlined the unstable natur~ of manufacturing development in 

1980s, thereby exposing structural weaknesses previously 

concealed or, in part~ ignored. 

For Zambia, falling rates of manufacturing and overall 

growth had their origins in the period prior to 1980 but were 

reinforced by poor .<HJr i cultural seasons after 1. 980s. The 

discrete and smalJ rises in production in lat~r years were due 

almost entirely to demand-led expansion from extremely low levels 

of capacity utilisation, 

easing of the dominant 

resulting principally from a partial 

for~ign exchangr conslr~jnt. Lnw levels 



confidence. The result was that levels of investment throughout 

most of the 1980s have remained at such a low level that even 

normal capital replacement was not taking place, business 

confidence being further 

World Bank support. It was 

1970s that the problems 

eroded 

or.ly in 

of low 

by the abandonment of IMF and 

the last few years of the 

levels of investment and of-

manufactur·ing e:{ports became a focuc: for pol icy and measures to 

expand manufactured exports and raise investment levels ~ere 

initiated. The former made only a minimal di ff er·ence to 

aggregate exports of manufactures even though notable firm-level 

successes were achieved, helped, in part, by the crea~ion of the 

Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern Africa. Mor·e 

marked improvements, hoNever, were later achieved in raising 

para-statal investment levels and overall efficiency, although 

foreign exchange limitations continued to be the major constraint 

to sustained expansion and structural change in manufacturing 

i ndL1str·y. 

For Nigeria, the question for the 1980s was not so much why 

industrial contraction occurred as why it had not occurred 

sooner. Manufacturing expansion in the early years of the decade 

is explained both by a delay in the cut-back in imports <leading 

to higher future debt repayments) following the fall in oil 

prices, and because of the continuation of substantial state-

sponsored investment projects in. spite of the 1 a1··ge drop in oi 1 

revenues. When the cut-backs were eventually made, the effects 

were severe; contractions in domestic demand for manufactured 

products became especially acute in the mid-1980s and massive 

lay-offs of work~rs in the sector took plac~. On the policy 

front little effective action had been taken by the mid-1980s to 

address the structural problems of manufacturing, although some 

achjevements in reducing the high level of imported inputs were 

recorded. It was only in the sP~nnd half of the 1980s that a 

resolution of the major ma~ro-distortions of the economy app~ared 

possible c;nd th Cit. any subst.::mt i al 1 y different pol i ci e~:, to.,1ard 

manufacturing appeared on thP agenda. 

t.t1i:.• t1·1.1 n 
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code, efforts to improve the efficiency of sub-sectors like 

vehicle assembly through rationalising the number o{ ma· .=:; of 

vehicles and, more generally, through the effects of exchange 

r·ate devaluations, an economy-wide tariff reform and incentives 

to stimulate the e>:pansion of manufactured exports. With MVA 

estimated to have risen by some eight percent in 1988, it might 

seem that ther·e has been some success at reversing the longer 

term stagnation. Yet the successes achieved have had little to 

do with, for instance, tariff reform, which has effective!y been 

shelved. The growth spurt .,,as due more to an e:<pansion fr·om very 

low <perhaps 25 percent) levels of capacity, to a partial easing 

of foreign exchange shortages and to a spurt in domestic demand, 

not expected to be repeated in any sustained fashion. Over the 

medium-term, therefore, manufacturing industry in Nigeria is 

going to continue to be constrained by the country's poor 

infrastructure, weak management and foreign exchang~ shortages. 

Cameroon's manufacturing performance in the 1980s has been 

far less rosy than the steady growth rate during the first six 

years of the decade would SL1ggest. By tr.~ second half of the 

decade the low-and-volatile growth syndrome of so many other SSA 

countries had also gripped manufacturing in Cameroon. 

The initial successes in 

and, indeed, for the entire 

almost solely to oil exports. 

the 1980s for both manufacturing 

domestic economy are attributable 

Oil propelled the economy forward 

as its influence rose rapidly to achieve a <short-lived) place of 

prominence in the post-1978 period. Oil exports were non

existent before 1977, totalled Sl.5 billion in 1978 and had risen 

to $25 million by 1984, easing foreign exchange shortages, 

stimulating overall domestic demand and providing adequate 

inflovJS of for·ejgn ~:-:c..hangE:·. Thus the prevailing sL1::ply .:tnd 

demand constrajnts on manuf~~turing industry were overcome - at 

least while the oil export boom lasted. But there w~s more. 

Ma~tiive public investment exp~nsion across the dome~tic economy, 

incl11ding the mi::1nufacturir.g ~.ec:lor·, together with ,, lu1kPd C'1r1d 
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further helped to boost manufacturing expansion. 

While some new import substitution did take place during the 

first half of the 1980s, it followed the hi~torical pattern and 

was ~redominantly agriculturally-based. At the same time 

regional •anu-f:actured e:-:ports suffered increasing! y from 

competing import substitution efforts ir- neighbouring countries. 

What is more, tt1e investment-led boom had a sting in its tail: 

vast sums were spent on sever-al disastrous public investment 

projects, some of which had to be totally abandoned and others 

could only be maintained through substantial and rising state 

subsidies. When, after 1985, the fall in oil output aggravated 

that in oil prices, these burdens became ever more difficult to 

shoulder and signalled a rapid drop in the rate of growth of 

m~nufacturing and of GDP. Compared with its rapid r'se from 1979 

to 1984, MVA grew by ar-ound four percent in 1985 a.nd fell to 

nearly zero the year after. These aggregate rates, however, 

conceal more violent swings in per-forman-:e in the different 

industrial sub-sectors: textiles and clothing sub-sectors 

contracted by over 15 percent ~s early as 1985, grain milling by 

over 30 percent in 1985, while, by 1987, falls of 

in food processing industries and an even greater 

over 20 percent 

contr-.:~ction in 

the manufacturing-linked construction sector had taken place. 

The story of industrial development in Kenya in the 1980s is 

1 ess dramatic but it provides only marginally 1w_we encourager.1ent. 

The steady, albeit fairly low, expansion of manufacturing in the 

1930s can also be explained principally by events occurr·ing jr, 

the wider economy together with the continued 1ncreas~ jn tariff 

protection 28 which protected and thus stimulated 

manufacturing. While Kenya had to introduce a 

stabilisation measures to tacl-le the problems 

e:-:pansi on of 

series of 

of macr·o--

dislocation, as the deqr€'.~c~ 1.:)f d1st.or·tion 1·1as not a~, higt1 as i.n 

many other SSA countr i E·s, the: 11v:-as1. ires i nt.roduced did not h,-,ve tc1 

be so intenst-. It 1-1a~. th1_1~• £~~~C::>lc~r for •'.enyc.• to .::.tt.rc.c:t C<d€•quc.•te 

<'lmounts of e:<ternal furidinrJ wtnlr: comparat1vC'ly higt1 Je··1r·ls c1f 

l•f f l r.: i i.• l aid .f] 01'1~;: L c.11·1 t j f'IL" ·i_~ :;·r~. tkl di t_ i '~"a J J '/ , _ 11;,r : c •.J l 1: ur E·· , t. o 



albeit at a slower rate than in the previous decade30 This, 

plus the shift in the internal terms of trade from agriculture 

and towards the manufacturing sector, allowed manufacturing in 

Kenya to continue to expand (but more slowly31 ) in the first half 

of the 1980s without major disruption. But the small amount of 

str·uctur·al change which then occurred favoured the further 

expansion of consumer goods industries and reinforced the inward-

1 ooking nature of the sector. 

What the Kenyan case also suggests is that, far from being 

an e:"ample for others to follow, the macro-economic deterioration 

of the economy which became increasingly apparent in the 1980s 

was due in no small measure to the nature of past manufacturing 

growth. As a result, the manufacturing sector's expansion 

remained predominantly linked to beneficial factors external to 

it such as agricultural sector expa .. sion, improved international 

terms of trade and capital inflows sufficient to finance the 

increasing costs of a protected manufacturing sector. This tends 

to explain the even more bullish events which characterised the 

period from 1987 to 198832 • Equally it was apparent, by the end 

of 1988, that the stated objective of reorienting manufacturing 

onto a more export-oriented growth path had not yet led to any 

substantial changes in the structure of the sector33 • 

In sharp contrast with both Kenya and Cameroor, the 

Botswanan experience provides a refreshingly different p~cture. 

Indeed the case-study suggests that the aggregate figures 

reproduced here si gni f i cantl y ur1der·state the development of 

mc:-nui"acturio~J and its contribLttion to overall gro,,.Jth anrj 

development. Between 1979 and 1980, MVA in Botswana fell by a 

record and abnormal 33 percent following a similar rise between 

1978 and 1979 as a result of a uniquely high level of cattle 

~li:lt.•yht£?rs. Discounting tr1is e:·~ceptional abnor·mality, .:::rid 

con~.1 dPr i ng the gro,,.ith rat.f·S of manufacturing from l 974 (the Y"'-="r 

pric.rr lo which .fr:•w r·eliable dat.!1 on P"1C1nufacturing were colJec:tPdl 

int c.o U 1f:' 1981)-::,, MVA gr·owth c.1ccc~l er ~ted fr· om ar·o1_1nd 

Fur· thc::·r ITlf.rr t.· 
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levels 0F manufacturing investment, including foreign investment 

inf lows to the sector, also occurred in the 1980s34 • For 

Botswana's manufarturing sector, the 1980s have been a period of 

pronounced success in terms of aggregate growth, import 

substitution, the expansion of e:-:ports and overall str·uctural 

change of the sector. 

The explanation for this impressive performance can be found 

in the convergence of four sets of positive factors: the ability 

to earn increasing amounts of foreign exchange through expanding 

primary exports, favourable regional developments, macro-economic 

ffianagement which maintained high 

finally Cbut almost certainly 

levels of domestic 

of lesser relative 

demand and, 

importance) 

increased incentives provided for the manufacturing sector. 

These points merit brief coffiment. 

Conti nL1ed high levels of over· al 1 e:-:port growth, due 

principally to an expansion of mineral exports, together with 

high levels of foreign investment inflows, meant that Botswana 

did not suffer from severe balance of payments problems in the 

1980s. What is mor·e, the currer.l account deficits of the early 

1980s did not lead to policies resulting in a substantial drop in 

either domestic dema:1d or government e:-:penditure because of 

successful counter-cyclical measures implemented in Gaborone. 

Prudent exchange rate management meant that high levels of 

domestic demand could be maintained into the 1980s ~hile foreign 

investment in manufacturing was stimulated in particular from 

policies restricting profit repatriation in neighbouring Zimbabwe 

which encouraged a number of firms to relocat~ to Botswana. 

It 1.-1as in tiiis conte}:t that a series of mea~,L!f"·es favoL1r1ng 

expansion of manufacturing had an impact. First 1-1a~. the switch 

away from slate investment in infrastructural projects in the 

post-1975 period towards mare prcductivP investmfrnt. Second, us~ 

was beginning to be made of the protection of local industry 
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subsidies largely to manufacturing enterprises involved in import 

substituting and exporting. 

The combination of these domestic measures, together with a 

climate favouring investment in stable Botswana as a result of 

adverse developments in most other southern African countries, go 

a long way towards e:-:plaining Botswana's mar.ufactur-~ng successes 

in the 1980s. What is more this convergence of favourable 

factors has striking similarities to those which characterised 

Zimbabwe's success in import substitution in an earlier period. 

Like Zimbabwe's manuf actur· i ng development prior to 1964, 

Botswana's manufacturing expansion in the 1980s was achieved with 

a minimum of regulations and little direct protection although, 

also like Zimbabwe, developments occurred within the context of a 

protected trade area. More generally, the period after the mid-

1970s paralleled, 

the 1960s in 

in many w~ys, the 

so many other 

circumstances prevailing in 

African countries: rapid 

industrialisation was made possible by the relative absence of 

foreign exchange con~traints and because incipient manufacturing 

industry had before it a range of early import substituting 

opportunities. 
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What are the prospects for thP ffianufacturing sector in the 

1990s? 

of MVA 

If these are to be judged in terms of steady expansion 

(and unless this happens there will be little substantial 

progress> then it would appear that they are not bright, 

especially in the first half of the decade: growth r·ates are 

likely to be even lol"'er Con average) than during the dismal 

1980s, with year to year changes continuing to follow the 

volatile path characteristic of the recent past. Botswana, Kenya 

and Zimbabwe are the countries most likely to see further 

expansion of their menufacturing sectors but for none of these

probably not even Botswana - is rapid growth going to be easy to 

achieve, given the inherited structural problems outlined above. 

For the others, growth rates are more difficult to predict but, 

baring fortuitous, significant but unexpected rises in the prices 

of their leading primary product exports, even lower and volatile 

growth is likely to characterise their manufacturing sectors in 

the early years of the 1990s. 

Given the poor prospects for sustained expansion of the 

manufacturing sectors of these countries of SSA, there is even 

less chance that over the medium-term the manufacturing sector 

could pr·ovide the "answer-" to their cur-r-ent economic cr-1ses. 

What is more, as these seven countries collectively hold out the 

best hopes for manufacturing exp~nsion in SSA, there is not the 

remotest hope that in the medium term the manufacturing sector 

can be a major for-cc· j n solving the economic mal<.<.i.se ~"l·ricl"r 

pe~vades the sub-continent. 

This pessimism about growth prospects for manufacturing in 

the first half of the 1990s is sharply at variance with official 

~nd sem1-off 1c1al as~.essment$ of the sector- for the future. 

Dev~JopmPnt plans, official forecasts and projections and what 

c?H"e frr·qL1Pntly refc:rr·ed to as "medium--term policy frami::.•l--iorl.~..:."::'J~ 

rJr,':\.1tm up for thr1~;£? countric?~>, part.icularl)' by the ~Jorld r~.~nL, 



albeit mostly at rates lower than those achieved in the heady 

days of the 1960s. In sharp contrast, all the case-studies argue 

that the figures provided in such for-ecasts/scer.arios range from 

being suspect3~ to being totally unreliable guides to future 

performance: in most cases best estimates range between a half 

and two thirds of these forecast/projected figures. 

For each of the case-study countries, the predominant cause

of this pessimistic assessment of manufacturing growth during the 

first half of the 1990s lies outside the manufacturing sector and 

beyond the changes occurring there. As in the past, it appears 

that over the next few years manufacturing growth is going.to_ 

continue to be most profoundly affected by events in other parts 

of the economy, eclipsing any changes occurring within the sector 

itself, and in the relationship betL.,een these e"conomies and the 

international economy. 

Pessimism about the performance of the manufacturing sector 

is therefore rooted in unfavourable assessments of overall growth 

prospects in these economies. Reasons for this revolve around a 

number of common threads across most of the countries. The 

principal one is that export prospects are likely to be poor 

during this period and, in particular, to be substantially worse 

than those contained in official and semi-official documents upon 

which the growth rates of manu~acturing are critically related. 

This is largely because of the over-optimistic assumptions made 

tor relevant primary product prices, particularly by those 

agencies supporting structural 

aegis of the Bank and Fund. 

adjustment_ policies 't1i-1der the 

Far lower than projected levels of real export earnings 

would adversely affect manufacturing jn a number of direct and 

indirect. ways. They would heighten the already severe for~ign 

debt problems crippling most of countr· 1 es (Ecol S~·li;•rliJ 

excluded>, exacerbating {oreign exchange s~ortagcs. Not c.nly 

i.-10L1l d this push hack wel 1 i nt.o the 1990!;; t.hr. pr:r· ind i.-1hen rlPbt 

~erv1cin~1 ohli(Jc1tinn~. f;iJl, hut lcw1 commodity pr1cc:·s. W'.A.1ld 
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pc-rp..::tuat.e the ·::;up pl i ·1 t'-'l c.led reslr l ct1 ons thc.t h<=·.\·;:;. l net e::.s.i nyi y 

cor·strained manufacturing grm .. th in the 1980s. These problems 

are likely to be particularly acute in Zambia, Cameroon, 

Zimbabwe and Nigeria, but still serious for COte d'Ivoire and 

Kenya. 

Additionally, lower levels of traditional export ear~ings 

would induce a general slowdown in income and thereby reduce the 

demand for domestically produced manufactures. Furthermore, 

balance of payments constraints are likely to exacerbate already 

strained public sector finances and, at least in the cases of 

Cameroon, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe and COte d'Ivoire, lead to a 

slowdown in public sector demand for domestically-made consumer 

goods <for instance through budget constraints in relation to 

education and health spending), as well as further 

public sector capital development projects 

manufacturers have so significantly benefited as 

instance, so dramatically in the case of Cameroon. 

reductions in 

from which 

occur·r·ed, for 

It is true that manufacturing demand could be stimulated to 

the extent that a range of policies in the different countries 

aimed at expanding agricultural sector development achieve their 

objectives. Most importantly, production increases of sma:l

scale farms would lead to increases in incomes of at least 

middle-income farmers, raising the demand for consumer goods and, 

to some extent, the demand for manufActured inputs to the 

agricultural sector. 

The overall impact of this type of effect, however, is not 

likely to be very great over the next few years for a number of 

reasons. First, in most of the case-study cou.1tries more effort 

$till seems to be directed at expanding export than domestic food 

crops the effective demand for which, as we 

likely to stagnate in the near-term. 

have suggested, is 

Additionally even 1n 

71mbabwe, where increas~s in production by small-scale farmers 

have been dramatic in the 1980s and where the linkages between 

mi.l.nUL"\cluring <'Ind <•r;iriculturc- <:ire t.hr~ most devc~loped of all tt11.:' 

countr1i:-·~.: cnn~.ic1c·rf:·•.1, thP ovc>rall impact nn m,::;n1.1fact.ur1ng has-, not 



In large part this has been hecause fo1e1gn 

exchange constraints have continued to limit production even when 

money demand has risen. For a majority of the other case-study 

countries, average rural incomes progressively.deteriorated in at 

least the first six years of the 1980s and there remains little 

optimism that sustained reversals in these tr·ends are i mmed i a tel y 

within grasp 37
• Even if average rural incomes were to rise 

quickly, it would take several years before the demand effect 

upon manufacturing would induce anything more than an e>:pansion. 

in what are extremely low levels of capacity utilisation. In 

West Africa in particular, when rises in rural incomes have 

occurred in recent years, these have tended to lead to dramatic 

rises in inflows of smuggled goods rather than to a stimulation 

to domestic manufactures. Further~ore, in Zimbabwe as elsewhere, 

rural incomes have fluctuated wildly from year to year as a 

result of varying rainfall patterns, resulting in swings in 

demand for manufactured goods - and if the 1990s are anything 

like the 1980s then they will be characterised by substantially 

lower than former long-term average rainfall levels. Overall, 

therefore, it does not seem likely that, even if there is a 

dr·c:L.1atic rise i;-1 agricultur·al production, this in itself would 

suffice to overcome the constraints on domestic demand for 

manufactured goods and lead to an acceleration in the rate of MVA 

growth. 

Also in a number of the countries <particularly Nig~ria, 

Zimbabwe, Cameroon and Botswana) manufacturing growth in the 

1990s is likely to be held-back by an increasingly inadequate 

physical infrastructure, lack of a financial intermediation to 

support manufacturing expansion or the growing gap between the 

dem~nd for and supply of thesE services. 

Finally, in almost all the case-study countries - most 

notably Nigeria, 

potential growth 

Zl. mbabwe, Zambia, COte d'Ivoire and Cameroon-

in manufacturing has been increasingly 

constrained by extremely low and <in recent years> declining 

levels of investment. Levels of domestic investment are likely 

to continue to be constrained both by low income growth rates and 
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result economies will require significant inf lows of foreign 

investment even to maintain past growth rates and to ease the 

overall foreign exchange constraints besetting manufacturing. 

But the anticipated slowdown in traditional commodity export 

earnings and in aggregate growth will add yet a further 

disincentive to would-be foreign investors, as the case studies 

of Nigeria, Zimbabwe and COte d'Ivoire suggest39
• 
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The Options Outlined 

The longer ter-·m prospects for the development and deepening 

of the manufacturing sector in SSA, in general, and for these 

seven case-study countries, in particular, will be critically 

determined by the nature of the policy environment, the incentive 

system in hhich manufacturing enterprises operat~, and by. 

policies and stimuli targeted specifically at firms within the 

manufacturing sector. While the policy environment and iricentive 

structure will clearly play a r-·ol e in accelerating or 

constraining the immediate rate of growth of MVA, what is of 

particular· interest her·e is the ~1ay in \>Jliich different policy 

choices are likely to affect structural changes within the sector 

and the relationship between manufacturing and the rest of the 

economy. This section of the report is thus intended to provide 

a brief overview of the various policy options facing the 

different countries. 

For the purposes of the present discussion, the alternative 

approaches to policies towards the m~nufacturing sector have been 

narrowed down and grouped together into just four options. This 

fourfold breakdown is intended to highlight the differing nature 

of the alternatives being debated in the often blurred world of 

practical decision-making: each is likely to lead to a 

different type of structural change of SLtbstanti al 1 y 

manufactur·ing. The four options can be briefly summarised as 

f ..:il 1 OvJS. 

I I I I 11 11 11 I I 1111 I 11111 II I 1111 Ill 1111 I 11111 11111111111 11 1111111 I 111 111 11 1111 Ill II II II Ill II II II 111 1111 
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Option 1. Continue to promote the expansion of the 
-manufacturing sector, but in a manner 
~ubstantially similar to that adopted in 
the e}:pansi ve post-independence period. 

Option 2. Leave the manufacturing sector-· to itself 
by neither intro1ucing new policies nor 
by re-vamping old approaches to make 
them work more effectively in the 
changing circumstances of the 1990s. 

Option 3. Embark on a system of economy-wide 
reforms to which the manufacturing 
sector <like all others> will respond, 
which work to eliminate <at a varying 
pace> price and other financial and 
economic distortions. Open up the 
economy and its constituent sectors to 
inter-national competition and, through 
eliminating distortions in the incentive 
system, re-order the structure of the 
whole ~conomy and wi~hin it the 
manufacturing sector. 

Option 4. Embark on a series of reforms targeted 
specifically at the manufacturing sector 
l-1hi ch, thr·ough a system of 
i nter·vent ion i st measures, at tempt to 
cor·rect specific inherited weal·messes in 
the context of an incentive structure 
whose objectives are to acceler·ate the 
growth, e:<pand the expor-ts and deepen 
the inter-linkages of the manufacturing 
sector· through further selective import 
substitution. Ensure, as far as 
possible, that reforms and incentives in 
the wider ec:ono"my ar·e in harmony with 
those devised for the manufacturing 
sector. 

Tv.JD br i F:f initial observations must be made. The first is 

the simple observation that Options ( 1) ' ( 3) and ( 4) are all 

active approaches while Option (2) is a passive "do nottung" 

approach to i~dustry's future. The importance of Option <2> in 

practical terms will become cl~arer in a moment. !:lecondl y, thi:; 

schem~tic breakdown of alternative approact1es to policies towards 

st.r·uctL1ral change of mc:muf actur i ng is not mear1t to be a pr el u~1r> 

to "fitting" part1c:L,lar case·$tudy coL•ntr·ie~:; rH:c:itly inlo one of 

thP~:~C-· ijl' oup1 ng~• t:~V'.:r1 u·,c.;ugh none Df tli'2 ~.;e,1c:-rr co1.1ni· r 1 t-~. could n(•v1 
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either) to Option C1J3q. In historical terms this needs to be 

acknowledged as a significant feature of policies towards 

industrialisation in SSA. It is, at least implicitly, a 

recognition that past approaches to industrial e:-:pansion - long 

term protective, high cost, internationally uncompetitive, 

domestically-focussed manufactur·i ng 40 have been a drain on 

national r-esources and should therefore not be pursued in the 

future. As a result, it appears unlikely that such an approach 

will feature on the policy agenda in the 1990s. 

An abandonment of option <1>, however, has by no means meant 

that this has been r·epl aced by any consensus within or between 

the different countries to opt for or ado~t an alternative active 

approach 

rather 

of which, 

sharply, the 

broadly, options (3) and (4) present, 

central but markedly different 

alternatives before the countries of SSA as the enter the 1990s. 

Indeed, a reading of the case-studies indicates quite clearly 

that none of the countries has committed itself fully to either 

Option (3) oP"· Option (4). On the contrary, there are forces at 

work in most of the countries pulling opiniQn and influencing 

policy in the directions indicated by all the final three 

and importantly, ti-.eoreti cal 

Op ti on <2>. 
options, including therefore, 

Options <3> and (4), as presented here, are brief schematic 

summaries of the two main and differing approaches to 

industrialisation which are influencing policy most profoundly in 

SSA today. Option (3; encapsulates the approach most closely 

assuci"'1ted with ar·d promoted by the World ll.;.rik, Ci.Hod, to a lesser 

extent, the IMF~ 1 ) under the umbrella cf its various structural 

adjust~2nt programmes. 

ma nu far: tur· 1 ng 

m;:.c.r·o-ec:ono:r.1 c 

j ndustry a-,d 

fr.:.mei.•ork 

It is an approach which places 

its development within a broader 

give~. 

• 1.anuf actur 1 n1J-<::.pec i -'· i c pol i c 1 es incentives • 

attent1on to 

lt.us the 

structure of m.:.nuf actur·i ng, under th1~ ~cen2rio, would change 

pr~:Jc.1r.1 roant J y in r·e1'»porH;e to pol 1 c i es imp J e>1w:~ntf:d <1t. the macro·· 
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profoL!nd. 

In contrast, Option C4! comes closest to the alternative 

most readily associated at a general level with Africa-wide 

statements of the future role of manufacturing industry as well 

as statements contained in country-specific development plans, 

particularly those not influenced by the structural adjustment 

thinking of the World Bank. It has tended, however, to be an 

approach articulated more at the level of generalities than one 

in whict"1 more detailed sectoral and sub-sectoral policies have 

been consistently articulated. (ln more recent years the World 

Bank's approach and perspective on policy has become increasingly 

incorporated into official national policy documents4~.> Option 

<4> is an active interventionist approach which explicitly 

attempts to encourage both the expansion of manufacturing and 

structural change of the sector. Importantly, however, it is not 

a pro-industry approach blind to the demands of and constraints 

imposed by the "real economy" 44 and thus, like Option <3), the 

outcome of following through an Option <4> policy package would 

result in substantial structural changes for the sector. Like 

Option C3>, it is concerned with the establishment of more 

efficient industries, the creation of a mor·e e:-:port-oriented 

manufacturing sector and, in general, it shares the same 

objective of creating an 

less of a burden to the 

industrial sector t~at is dynamic and 

rest of the 2conomy4~. Unlike Option 

(3) ' one of Option!4)'s basic tenets is that these 

objectives can best be achiev2d by molding market signals with 

the tempered use of interventionist policies through planned"'h or 

carefully worked out strategies for a future stretching well 

beyond the short term. 

Under Option <4>, the general objecti~es of economic growth 

and development are assumed to be enhanced by policies which 

promote an expanding and gradually more efficient ~nd expurt

or1ented manufacturing sector as well as further !efficient and 

integrated) import substitL1tion"'-•". Under Option C.~> thpre is no 

SL1c.:h L1r1dc·rly1ng pro-ir1dus;tr·y <.•::;~;1.1mpti.1.1n: ~iithin tt:i~' l-:>ttpr 
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~~pand and manufacturing exports to be maintained and to grow to 

the e;: tent that they can survive anc swim in the l nc1·ea~ i ;,g l y 

internationally price competitive world to which they are to be 

e:·:posed. A process of de-industrialisation, the closing down of 

enterprises and the contraction of particular industr·ial sub

sectors are by no means excluded under Option <3>; indeed to the 

extent that industry is unable to survive in the increasingly 

competitive wor·ld to which it is to be e:·: posed, these 

consequences are inevitably to be e:·:pected. This outcome could 

result under Option <4>; it would, however, only do so as a l.:o.st 

resort after attempts have been made to raise the efficiency of 

those enterprises and 

been exposed and after 

industries whose non-viable nature have 

the wider costs of closure have L.. ---
u~~:i 

as:;;essed. In short it would occur if these new manufacturing-

specific policy initiatives had failed the test of time. 

Problems of the World Bank's Approach to Industrial Adjustment 

Having summarised <or caricatured) the two altern~tive 

active approaches to industrial policy and structural change on 

the current policy agenda, we can now ask which of the di ff t~t e;;t 

case-study countries best fit into the approaches of Option <3> 
or Option (4) in regard to the future of manufacturing industry 

1n their respective countries. It appears - and this is an 

important conclusion - that none of the countries fit comfortably 

into the mold of either Option (3) or Option (4). At first sight 

this seems a conclusion considerably at variance with the facts, 

as a majority of the case-study countries are either impl~menting 

policies in large measure designed by the World Bank or pursuing 

policies in relation to their manufacturing sectors influenced 

str·ongly by the "liberidisation" appr·oach of th~ Dank and the 

IMF. Thus in the mid-1980s, similar typ~s of stru.ctLw ;;,•l 

<~djustment progr·c:uome with comparable impljc:elinns for· 

manufacturing industry were being implemented or had bee~ ~greed 

in Cot~ d'Ivoire, Ci~mr1roon, f:::~=-r.ya .::u1d Niger·ia whili:·, 

,vJnpted In 
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adopting a number of key measures compatible with the perspective 

of the Bank""e. Thus Option does appear- not only to be 

influential but, overwhelmingly, to be making the running. 

This interpretation, however, remains narrow and partial and 

on its own is, therefore, an unreliable guide to policy 

approaches one could anticipate for the 1990s. To understand 

this comment, it will be helpful to consider more explicitly the 

second o-f the four options listed above, the passive "do nothing" 

ootion. The pr-essur·es and financial inducements (both largely of 

external origin) brought to bear on almost all the case study 

countr-ies to adopt some for·m of Option initiative as the 

basis for pursuing development strategies (including 

manufacturing development> in the 1990s hav~ - in varying degrees 

in the different countries been challenged by elements and 

groupings within them. In no case-study country has Option <3> 

been totally accepted by the respective governments, and in those 

in which th~ World Bank's hand in policy execution has been 

apparent for the longest Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya, Nigeria-

resistance to these policies has persisted and been influential, 

lead~ng <in COte d'Ivoire and Nigeria most clearly) to both long 

delays in agreements being reached, as well as to reversals of 

policy. 

Resistance to the wholehearted adoption of an Option (3) 

type strategy is manifested in a number of ways. One element of 

resistance is political and ran be understood in relation to the 

dynamics of political change. Thus, while any form of new policy 

initiative is bound to disturb the prevailing balance of 

polttical forces and be subject to some sort of political 

constraint, because Option <3) i~ highly likely rapidly to set 

off fundamental changes in economic structure (with its winners 

and losers> and as the extent of those ch~nges is not known 

beforehand, domestic opposition to Option (3) has been and will 

continue to be high. Wh.:1.t is more-, as political power is 

currently held disproportionately by those who h~ve 0ained from 

the ~vol Lit i or1 of 
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to continue to be significant. The owners of manufacturing 

establishments benefitting from protection will not only continue 

to have an influential role in deter·mining policies related to 

their sectoral interests but, in most of the case-study 

countries, their view is likely to be the dominant one emanating 

from the manufacturing sector. 

Clearly, the manner in which political resistance to Option 

(3)-type changes in policy has manifested itself in the 1980s and 

is likely to continue into the 1990s differs from country to 

countr·y. In general , however, ther-e are few if any signs that 

the slowdown in growth rates of MVA which, as argued above, is to 

be expected in the ear· l y 1990s, wi 11 do anything but maintain, if 

not stiffen, domestic opposition to such approaches. 

In Cameroon, for instance, the political elite has 

successfully continued to extend its influence in the 1980s 

through utilising the oil surpluses to establish a wide range of 

par·a-statal organisations which, with the mc-.jori ty of 

manufacturing enterprises <some ~·•ith foreign linLs), have a major 

interest in resisting Option <3>-type changes. While Cameroon's 

accord with the World Bank in late 1988 is therefore unlikely to 

lead to a vigorous pursuit of liberal policies, the immediate 

closing down of some profoundly inefficient para-statals was to 

be anticipated with more competitive manufacturing imports being 

allowed into the country with the abolition of quantitative 

rest r· i ct i on s. 

For COte d'Ivoire, resistar1ce to the V-Jorld B.:rnk's radical 

proposals on tariff levels and protection, of direct and 

immediate interest to the manufacturing sector, was manifested in 

the 1980s primarily by repeated delays in 

apparently agreed. While m2jor interests 

implementing measures 

in the manufacturing 

sector, including foreign companies, were o~posed to the process 

of liberalisation, mer~ influential opposjt1on has come from the 

farming community !tracing its support right up to the 

Prc:::;idf:nt'~, uff:icel whJch viquruL;:,Jy oppos>c?d the: f!,;ink'~.:; prnposdlc::, 
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More recently and with implications for the iuture, 

the disarray in pubiic finances resulting particularly from the 

decline in export commodity prices in 1988 and early 1989 and 

controversy about both policy targets and economic: strategies 

drawn up and agrepd by the Wor· l d Bank mean that the Bank wi 11 

continue to find it difficult to persuade the lvorians to 

implement policies which radically alter the status quo, at 

minimum until a change in presidency, and possibly thereafter. 

In Nigeria, the manufacturing sector is of less r·elative 

importance than in these two countries but the debate about the 

overall direction of policy is no less vigorous. What is mor·e~ 

the manufacturing lobby wields considerable influence and, as the 

Nigerian case-study argL1es, substantial r·ever·sal s •:Jf 

liberalisation policy in the late 1980s owed much of their 

success to "the onslaught of pressure from the industry lobby". 

What appears to distinguish Nigeria more from either COte 

d'Ivoire or Cameroon is its more overt opposition t~ SAP-type 

initiatives•9 and the mann2r in which even its willingness to sit 

round and talk is related critically to the fortunes of the oil 

market. Given the continued volatility of oil prices in the 

future, the perennial expectation that world prices will rise 

again, the lack of substantial progress to date in addressing the 

fundamental 

undoubted 

i ndL1str·i al 

problems of th~ manufacturing sector, and the 

political inf 1 uer.ce of the protection-dominated 

sector·, there would appear little hope that a 

sustained restructuring of the sector along Option <3> lines will 

occur in Nigeria for many years to come. 

Zambia and Zimbabwe are of par·t i CL1l ar interest to this 

discussion as both countries have recently implemented policies 

which encourage further efficiencies in manufacturing Zambia 

t hr·o1_1.gh i .nprovi ng the management and accounting ~;ystem of I NDECD 

;:~nd c.:.Umulating 

incentive schemes 

reg i ond.l 

and, at. 

e;-: por·t s, Zimbabwe through export 

lee.st i ndi rectl y, through price 

Yet lh~se changes should more appropriately h~ viPwed 

lri l'{~lr...t1r·,,-, Lu <Hi Opt 1 on ('I > rc':1t her than .:.1n Option ( :.:o ·· t yp1:· 



World Bank and Fund programmes and .. in the context of macro-

policie~ characterised by the maintenance of key inter~entionist 

and non-market based structur·es. In both countries, domestic 

support for radical liberalisation policies, .-1hi le .:::ertai nl y 

present, is far from dominant~0 , so a rapid switch to an Option 

<3>-type approach to industrial development is unlikely to be 

implemented under conditions other than considerable domestic 

hostility. 

In both countries, however, the need for change does now 

have wi despr·ead acceptance which has important appear to 

implications for· alternative appr-oaches to manufacturing 

development. Manufacturers appear to be more influential 

politically than their counterparts in Cameroon and Nigeria (and 

probably than in COte d'Ivoire> although in neither are they as 

important as, in the case of Zambia, copper interests and, in the 

case of Zi mbabl'lle, the commercial far-ming lob by. T~ie Zambian 

case-study argues that the degree of political homogeneity and 

lack of social and political unrest in face of severe economic 

contraction and the country's "go-it-alone" policies are both 

remarkable and an important element in assessing the ability of 

external actors to persuade Zambia to implement policies ~ith 

which it disagrees. For Zimbabwe, the 1980s have seen large 

numbers of the politically influential black middle class move to 

highly-paid posts in the private sector, often via the route of 

the civil service, where they have tended to take over the 

conservative outlook as well as the highly paid jobs of tr .. ::-it:,e 

they have replaced. The 1980s have al so seen i nc.T<':c'c:..si ng numb~rs 

of the new political elite securing individuc:il by 

exploiting <legally and illegally> ttiei r· privileged position in 

the largely administered economy where short-cuts can bring 

~ii ndf al J. gains. {-1s a result, support for any sort of r2d1cal 

change originating from the political elite - s~en as a r~al1st1c 

possibility at Independence in 1980 - has been on the wane as the 

decade proyressed. Thus a more cautious step-by-slP~ ~ppro~ch to 

structural change is more likely to receive domnstic 

th~ 
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such in the very honest discussion cont2ined in the World Bank's 

1987 report Zimbabwe - A Strategy for Sustained Growth. 

Its 

The Botswanan case provides a strikingly 

tiny manufacturing sector commands 

different picture: 

minimal political 

influence at the national level. Farming (cattle> interests are 

dominant in parliament, followed some way behind by the influence 

of the (diamond> mining lobby, both of which have benefited from 

the predominantly liberal and open macro-policies that have 

characterised Botswana's economy to date. While elements of an 

interventionist approach to manufacturing have not been entirely 

absent in recent years, the case-study argues that, if the 

manufacturing sector is to maintain its expans1v~ path in the 

1990s, then a deepening process needs to occur, together i.,,i th a 

significant expansion of manufacturing exports. Yet, it is 

argued, this is going to require a substantial shift in policy to 

a far more interventionist approach. What remains seriously in 

doubt is whether political support sufficient for such a change 

in policies can be mustered especially if external institutional 

pressures continue to eschew such an approach. 

Domestic political pressures are by no means the only ones 

opposing Option <3>-type solutions to guide manufacturing 

development in the future. Opposition is also grounded in the 

car·eful study of the post-independence process of 

industrialisation. In a number of the case study countries the 

advantage of hindsight challenges the conclusion that market

based solutions are preferable and that interventionism and the 

explicit promotion of industrial expansion are incompatible with 

th~ objectives of efficiency. In their various ways, the case 

studies <particularly of Zimbabwe, Kenya, Zambia and Botswana> 

point to the following ca~~lusions: 

* that efficient manufacturing production can 
occur under a far from liberal trade regime; 

* that factors other than price play a major 
role in determining the extreme variations in 
efficiency occurring within different 
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industrial sub-sectors; in particular the 
role of management, machine design and 
engineering ski 11 s play a - critical role in 
explaining these differences; 

* that sustained manufactured exports require 
far more than short run cost advantages; 

* tha~ management and machinery-choice 
questions are vital to the creation of viable 
industries and that in these small economies 
they require state intervention and careful 
planning; 

* that a sheltered r·egi onal market can assist 
the drive to create efficient manufacturing 
units; 

* that the development of manufacturing depends 
critically upon the presence and promotion of 
an adequate base of domestic skills; 

and finally, 

* that sustained import substitution and the 
development of linkages between sub-sectors 
of manufacturing and between manufacturing 
and other· pr·oduc:ti ve sectors are unlikely to 
be developed without r·ecourse to specific 
incentives, (far from costless> industrial 
promotion activities and be promoted in the 
conte:<t of a long term per·specti ve. 

Given these experiences and the creation of a substantial 

industrial base in countries like Kenya and Zimbabwe, it is 

understandable why a set of policies which attempts to ~ddress 

the problems of inefficiency, lack of export orientation and 

shallm·mess of impor·t SL1bstitL1tion throL1gh a gradualist approach 

has so much appeal and why the Option (3)-type approach, which 

has tended mare to address short term structural problems than to 

approach structural change through a longer term perspective, is 

received with so much reserve in Africa~ 1 • 

E:ut Option<3>-·type ~0J.1.1tic•;,:; c:oncern policy 1r1<!l:ers wj.1::.hin 

SSA for three other reasons. First, under such an ~pproach the 

e:·:tent. <Hrd devel opmf:nt n+ m<~••H.d c;.ctur i ng woL•.l d be 1 argeJ y t;:;h?r1 

out of the hands of pol 1 cy·-, . · c:·. 
' "'. th£~re woul rJ 
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industrial base_of a country, leaving it more vulnPrable, exposed 

and depend~nt for grm-Jth upon an even narrot-Jer economic base. 

Second, influencing the structure of industry and the 

pattern of future industrialisation predominantly by short run 

price signals runs the risk that the al ready fr·ac;i 1 e 

manufacturing base will be even more vulnerable to the effects of 

those price signals, being exposed, for instance, to the adverse 

effects of dumping and other externally-induced disruptive traJe 

practices. The most likely outcome would be that industry would 

thus be in a to.Jeak position either to build up a comparative 

advantage in the manufacture of particular products or respond to 

~he technological innovations and market changes in part 

engineered, in no small way, by ·subsidisation and other non-

market force mechanisms used influentially in other parts of the 

world. 

Three of the country case-studies well illustrate these 

fears. The first is Botswana where, as we have seen, it is 

argued that a greater degree of interventionism and explicit 

encouragement of manufacturing will become an increasingly urgent 

necessity if the gains of the past are to be built upon and the 

overall economy strengthened. The second example is cote 

d'Ivoire. Here the "open" policies of the pc,st have not only 

played a major role in creating the present structure of the 

manufacturing sector <still predominantly linked to the further 

processing of agricultural e~port crops) but, it is argued, the 

policies of structural adjustment advocated and promoted by the 

War 1 d Bank have been a major -force prc-'vr::nt. i n•;J c•. re-··str· L1ctw-· i ng o-f 

ind~stry away from this weak dependent link. Thirdly, the Kenya 

case-study suggests that the major gaps in that country's 

industr··ici.l base, the J. i.\C k of mc.~nuf actur i ng 

capability to supply inputs tu the agricultural sector, are 

unlikely to be .:i.ddr·essed in the conte::-:t i:1f further 

1 i bc;:·r·c1l i sa.t ion. 



policy framework flows from the generally pessimistic assessment 

of the prospects for manufacturing growth in the first half of 

the 1990s. Not only is there considerable resistance to 

implementing far-reaching change when the consequences are both 

unknown and substantially uncertain, but this resistance is 

compounded by the clearly over-optimi~tic scenarios for growth 

which the proponents of Option <J> approaches have tended to link 

to their particular assessment of the future. In this regard the. 

Zimbabwe and CameroGn case-studies are of considerable interest. 

They not only reveal the wide margin of error in World Bank 

assessments of future growth paths but, of even more importance 

for this discussion, the Zimbabwe study also indicates that 

during a period in the 1980s, without adopting Option (3)-type 

policies hi~ rates of industrial growth were achieved than the 

Bank judged l'>iould have been possible with the adoption of such 

policies. 

Towards Alternative Approaches: Opportunities and Constraints 

What are the implications for the future of this resistance 

or opposition to the Option<3> type policies being applied to the 

manufacturing sectors of these countries? At minimum it means 

that these policies will only continue to be pursued tinder 

varying degrees of duress - never a sound basis for anticipating 

a successful outcome. But additionally it means that alternative 

approaches grounded in less domestic opposition, or even in 

substantial domestic support, are more likely to be adopted where 

possible. Thus the closer association of more countries with the 

policies and strategies associated with Option <3> should not be 

seen either as an emerging consensus within SSA in favour of 

Option CJ>, or for assuming that this approach to the economy, in 

general, and to manufacturing, in particular, will necessarily 

continue to be pursued into the 1990s. 

But what are the alternatives and what are the prospects of 



question to which we now turn. 

In many ways reservations about Option <3>-type policies for 

the future provide th~ context for understanding the type and 

range of support in SSA for Option C4>-type approaches. These 

are widely perceived as less risky and more in tune with efforts 

to promote longer term and sustainable development in the sub

continent. They are also seen ~s eas~er to execute as they are 

more similar to past approaches to manufacturing development, 

more predictable in outcome and more controllable in evolution. 

They are also clearly more in harmony with the objective of 

overseeing the expansion of the manufacturing sector, while, 

finally, they are supported because, in relation to a range of 

industrial objectives across many of the case-study co~ntries, 

interventionist approaches have met with not inconsiderable 

success. 

To these advantages <and, in part, because of them) needs to 

be added the important dimension of political acceptability. An 

Option C4>-type approach would have greater domestic political 

support than an Option C3>-type approach as it would be far less 

likely to challenge the interests of entrenched interest grou~s 

either as rapidly or as substantially as in an Option 13>-type 

approach. The case-~tudies suggest that for all countries except 

Botswana, there would appear to be far ~ore domestic political 

acceptance of Option (4)-type approaches to ma~ufacturing in the 

1990s than for Option C3>-type ones. 

There are, howeve~, a 

who). esal e adoption of an 

number of factor·s constra!n1ng the 

Option C4J-typ~ approach as the one to 

be used for embarking on the process of industrial change. One 

is that the liberalisation/open/market-dom1nated approach of the 

Bank <and the It1F) does have it~. ~.upporters c:•r·,<J adveicc:.1:€~:; i.-1j thin 

the different African CGJntries, not infrequently holding 

position~-. of influence. There i!.;, hoi.-iever., little tr, '.,·.uf;;gc;st 

either th?t their view is predomi~ant or that 1l cummanrls 

size~~lL dGmestic political support. 



A more significant constraining factor l·muld arise if Option 

<4> policy approaches do not turn out in practice to be 

sufficiently different from Option Cl> approaches. Thus to the 

extent that the elements of policy continuity which created and 

perpetuated the past problems of industry receive prominence <to 

the detriment of those aimed at enhancing efficiency, expanding 

exports and deepening structural linkages>, risks remain of the 

status guo ante being perpetuated. In effect this could mean 

that, to a greater or lesser degree, the Option C4> approach 

would be still-born, giving rise to the apparently sterile but, 

in practice, retrogressive outcome emanating from the passive 

Option <2> :::0 2 

Of most importance, however, is that at present far greater 

potential domestic support for Option (4)-type policies contrasts 

sharply with far less international support for this particular 

approach. Opposition comes from the World Bank but also from the 

significant and increasing number of bilateral agencies which 

have agreed to link their financial support for SSA countries to 

policy arrangements made with the Bank:::.~. 

The most immediate twin problems this raises are that 

significant amounts of external finance under an Option (4)-type 

approach would be far more difficult to secure than for an O~tion 

(3J-type approach, while an Optipn <4J-type future is likely to 

need greater quantities of foreign exchange, in the medium-term 

at least, than is an Option (3J-type future. Additional external 

funds would be needed to purchase plant and equipment to replace 

old and inefficient production methods (a sine gua non for 

e::panding manLlfactw'·ing e:{ports), to finance the fcw·eign e:{change 

costs of further import substitution and, in the shorter term, to 

finance the accelerated skills training programme necessary to 

raise efficiency of current ).ndustrial undertakings and ensur~ 

that new entf:c>rpr·ises become cost····E~fft:·ctive mm·e rapidly than 

usually occurred in the past. 
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major direct source of external funds - clearly sh0wn in t~e case 

of COte d'Ivoire during almost all the 1980s - as well as giving 

access to other funds, both concessional and not, and providin~ a 

climate more cenducive to encouraging the inflow of new foreign 

investment and the reinvestment of profits of those companies 

already present. It should not be thought, however, that either 

the failure to adopt Bank and Fund programmes precludes access to 

either concessional or commercially-linked external financing, or 

that the adoption of such programmes will necessarily provide 

funds sufficient for sustained expansion to tC1ke pl~ce. In 

regard to the latter point, the Bank was among th~ first to 

acknowledge and has continued to express its deep conc?rn during 

the second half of the 1980s that Africa's external financing g~p 

has been widening, throwing up major problems for any att~mpt lo 

raise growth rates in the sub-continent sufficient to reverse the 

long term decline in per capita incomes~4 • 

As for aid flows, concessional financial aid continued to 

flow into Zambia after it severed links with the Bank and Fund, 

albeit in far lower amounts, while aid to Zimbabwe has been 

~ustained in spite of that country having had no formal Bank or 

Fund agreements for most of the 1980s. As for access to non-

concessional finance it should be noted that Zimbabwe has managed 

to maintain access to international commercial bank borrowing in 

spite of having had no formal agreement with the Bank and Fund 

for most of the decade of the 1 i;·aos. It is important, however, 

not to overplay these points: SSA countries without Bank or IMF 

programmes, with high external debts and poor expert prospects 

are unlikely to attract either concessional or non-concessional 

funds in quantities sufficient for them to address either their 

medium or longer term structural problems. 

In this conte~t we need to examine the role and place af 

foreign private investment. Providing its inflow ca.n br_, 

sustained, private foreign investment has a range of positive 

attributes for the development and s true tur· d l 

mr.HH.1-f C:•.ctur i rig. r1rst and of most immediate import~ncP, is its 
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to further the e~pansic~ of manufacturing exports and to 

contribute to industrial de~pening tnrough exploiting import 

opportunities. Equally it can assist the 

achiev@ment of other crucial goals such as developing a skills 

base and assisting in technological upgra~ing or ~daptation and 

l ear·ni ng. 

Given the ~carc1ty o{ external concessi0nal and commercial 

finance, viable long term industrial path for the SSA region anv 
--J-

would be boosted significantly by ~ajar inflows of new private 

capital investment. Given this context, inflows of private 

foreign investment into manufacturing are hi~hly unlikely to be 

adequate even under an Option<3J-type approach. Thus while FLmd 

and Bank pr·ogr~,mi!"1es, improver.;ents in domestic investment codes 

and multilateral investment gLarantees enhance the host country's 

attractiveness, these measures have not managed to change th2 

unfavcurable environment for foreign investment in any of the 

case-study countries. Gn the other hand, the absence of Bank 

programmes ~nd a~biguous investment codes have not been an 

ins~rmountable obstacle to private investment inflo~..r into 

manufacturing as the rece~t evjdence from Zambia and Zimbabwe 

confirms. In gent;?r "°' 1 , however, to tt-1e e:-: tent that tt-1e 

intPrnational institutions and bilateral donor~ fail to support 

an Option <4>-type approach, the filling of the ext~rnal resource 

gap through for·eigr1 private investment is likely to be of even 

great~r importance within this policy framework. 

It is ~ifficult to be sanguine either 

e;:lern.:-1 funding problems C··f tr.e countries of SS(~ 1:1ili ez,sily b·-~ 

sol.ved or·, more particul~rly, that significant i ncrec:1ses l n 

pr·ivate foreign financial flows wtll occur in the early J990s. 

:n large par·t this is because ssn js cau9ht in a downward spir0l 

of rE1nfor~1ng gloom: 

yec.rs r11Pc1n tt..at the foreign financing gap 1-iiJJ 

probably increas~; 

unlil~ly to inJect substantial 

Poor c:rr-d1t1oinrtt;jnc·•;,·'· 1·111 

·. 



burdens. Yet the artificial removal of such burdens through debt 

relief schemes, as currently being proposed, could even work 

perversely to frighten off lenders in the future. To the e:·: tent 

that current trends in external flows continue, the prospects for 

manufacturing will be adversely affected. The crucial question 

for the 1990s is how the different countries of the sub

continent can break out of this apparently self-perpetuating 

cycle of gloom and replace it ~ith a new optimism built on firm 

and lasting foundations. The melding of many of the themes 

contai~~d in thls book suggests that seeds of hope can be found 

through shifting priorities and giving greater emphasis to the 

sustained growth of an efficient and expanding manufacturing 

sector. 

While it is certainly true that the importance of 

manufacturing is enhanced because the prospects for growth in the 

other leading productive sectors are so poor, more positive 

factor·s supporting a sustained promotion of the manufacturing 

sector can be identified, in particular within a policy 

environment more closely aligned to an Option (4) rather tt-1an to 

an Option <3> approach. There are three important reasons for 

looking favourably upon an Option <4>-type approach to industrial 

expansion in the 1990s. Besides the facto~s already mentioned-

its wider political support and its root in successes already 

achievede;~ - it is a long term approach which, in ~ontrast to 

much of the previous record of industrial policy in the sub-

continent, is based on both addressing and attempting to solve 

the ma1 n structural and policy probl f;.;ms l<-1hi ch have 1 ed to the 

evolution of larye areas of inefficient manufacturing and the 

sector'e disproportionate use of 

foreign exchange resources. 

§Eecific Policy Initiatives 

scarce and, in particular, 

Tt-1i:>re are, however, c.1 numbPr of pr·r:·-requi sites for tl1P~iP 

seeds cf optimism to germinate. One l<'JClL' l d be -for· the Bc:;rd: ancJ 



in the leading countries of SSA and revise their adverse views on 

both its place in overall development strategies and the t·ole of 

ef{iciently-targeted interventionist policies in the light of all 

the evidence of past performance. A second would be for these 

funders and guarantors to join the minority which are supporting 

such approaches by injecting additional resources into 

manufactu!"ing. Importantly in this context, foreign .aid 

r·esources could assist the expansion, re-structuring and 

sfficiency-oriented approach to manufacturing outlined here. 

Among the ways in which increased aid funds can assist is the 

fol lcMing: 

* funding and, perhaps ass_::>ti. ' to e:{ecute, 
sectoral and firm-based studies O• inefficiencies 
particularly of intra-firm differences; 

* helping to establish training assistance 
programmes for manufacturing; 

* assisting in expanding the technical skills base 
of the sector·; 

* evaluating weaknesses in management and 

* 

entrepreneurial skills and providing both stop-gap 
replacement and the training of indigenous staff; 

help in building up 
asse~s reinvestment 
machinery purchase; 

a domestic 
needs and 

competence to 
aµpropriate 

* assistance in embarking upon and sustaining 
manufacturing export programmes including 
pinpointing gaps in product range, product quality 
and pa~kaging, and monito~ing current ~nd 

anticipated trends in world trade in manuf~ctures; 

* finally, assistance to encourage the more rapid 
inflow of appropriate private foreign investment 
into the manufacturing sector in SSA. 
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,~,:, just ri•.::oled, 

while international instituti6ns and bilateral agencies can play 

an important facilitating role in this 

success of this last element is for 

area, crucial to the 

African governments to 

replace (or at minimum supplement> their passive attitude to 

foreign investment <improving the general conditions and climate 

for investment> with a more dggressive and welcoming policy 

towards pr·i vate foreign _ investment. At minimum, this would 

require governments to decide what type of external manufacturing 

investment is required and then go out to woo particular 

international concerns to invest 

act i vi t y:57 • 

in that particular area or 

If such initiatives do occur over the next few years, there 

are grounds for believing that the manufacturing sector can be 

made to play an increasingly important and significant role in a 

number of countries in SSA, at least in the latter half of the 

1990s: a role both different from that of the past and one which 

would strengthen the overall structures of their economies. It 

is also probable that growth and development of manufacturing are 

more likely to occur and would be easier to sustain if the other 

productive sectors of the economy also expand. 

If such manufacturing-focused initiatives are not supported, 

then gloom is likely to deepen, dimming for another decade the 

prospects for the overall economic recovery of the sub-continent. 

If, however, these opportunities are pursued, the possibility 

could open up for manufacturing to be a motor of development, as 

has occurred in the newly industrialising countries, and for 

sustained African development to become a reality as we enter ttie 

third millennium. 

This statement needs some elaboration. A common conclusion 

oi the ODI research 

primary product development are not promising in the early 1990s. 

Given tl1e al reaE!Y acute shortages of -foreign c>:·(Change <:1cr· o·;;~;-. thP 

countries of SSA, it was suggested that an 

tt-ii::· m,;;.nufacturing 5ec1.nr l-">Dt.d.d mc:d:P << Sl<Jnific:<~nt c:ont.r·1but.iu1·, l.o 
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problQm by altering the structure of the manufacturing sector 

so that the economy has to spend less foreign exchange <through 

replacing imports with domestic production and imported inputs 

into manufacturing with domestically-procured ones> and/or can 

earn more foreign exchange through manufactured expo~t expansion. 

This is all very well in the abstract. The question it 

raises, hol'llever, is whether the structure of manufacturing in 

practice can be altered, and in the virtuou~ manner indicated. 

Much conventional wisdom l·Joul d 

occur because many of the 

development of other sectors 

suggest that this is unlikely to 

same factors constraining the 

are likely t~ constrain the 

expansion and structural change of the manufacturing sector; 

added to which, is the fact that the growth of manu~acturing has 

resulted principally f~om the expansion of domestic demand-

itself determined, largely, by grm-sth e:-:ternal to the 

manufacturing sector. As for stim~lating manufacturing through 

further impart substitution and non-traditional export expansion, 

such alternatives are also going to be severely constrained as 

b~th options would require (initi?lly at least> much more 

<scarce) foreign exchange. 

These sorts of considerations, together with the shortfall 

in external resource inflow and the poor climate for foreign 

investment, have led to the widely-held view that although it 

might be preferable, in the ideal world, for manufacturing sector 

groV>Jtl"r a.nd d<?epening to be purs;ued, in prc-tctic:c· this is not going 

to h..=..ppen a.nd so d1s:cuss1on of such an i:"!.lt£~rnati.-...1e path to 

dev~lopment should not feature on practical policy c:1gendas. Irr 

consequence, so the 

development is to occur 

cH"CJLtment 

at al 1 

proceeds, if manufacturing 

and this itself is not very 

likely then thF.;. pr c.~;pect.s Ii e in r f.:~=•c.u.r·c £•-·based 

indu!:.trialisc:ition, 11nkfr.·d to the further e:<pi•nsion of the sector 

with the greater immediate comp2rative advantb~e, (most commonly) 

agr i. r. ul turE'~. Thus Clhe C:•.r<Jument 

n1 CE~ to U11 nk ttic.~t tt11:·re c:oul d 

cone: l udc:-<::.) wh i 1 (.? 
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to force the pace of manufacturing development would, sadly, be 

self ·-defeating. 

This, however, is only part of the story. The evidence also 

suggests that manufdcturing sector growth has not been 

exclusively dependent upon rising domestic demand. The overall 

gr·owth of the economy, and the expansion of agricul tur·e in 

particular, do not constitute an a priori and binding pre

requisite for the expansion of manufacturing: import substitution 

and export growth have both been important sources of growth of 

manufacturing output and could continue to be. Moreover, the 

parasitic nature of substantial segments of manufacturing in SSA 

and the manner in which it has frequently evolved to become a net 

user of scarce foreign exchange is, at bottom, a problem of 

inefficient production, often associated with poor - or plain bad 

- initial decision-making. 

e:-:pansion, deepening and 

production have not been 

Constraints impeding manufacturing 

inhibiting increases in efficiency of 

entirely foreign exchange dominated. 

They often relate in a critically imp~rtant manner to questions 

of skills <managerial, technical and engineering), to technology 

and its adaptation and to the level of information available. 

Quite substantial differences in productive efficiency between 

firms in the same industrial sub-sector point to factors other 

than the price, tariff and overall incentive structure do play a 

crucial role in determining the efficiency of manufacturing 

units. The cone l usi on to be dra·..,m f ram this equally important 

to growth and the - evidence is that many key constraints 

deepening of manufacturing, and which perpetuate inefficiencies, 

can be tackled without having, beforehand, to solve the overall 

foreign exchange constraint. 

But ttiere is mare. The evidence also suggests that even in 

circumstances in which countries do have severe foreign exchange 

cons tr .;:d nt. s, the option of stimulating manufacturing growth 

through further i mpor·t substitution and/or promoting 

~xpansion of manufacturing exports is not necessarily foreclosed. 

Tl1P r:·.'.pe1··1 encP wjlh export revolving funds indicates th2l 

~~~~~~~~~~W'-''-"-'-"-'"'--"'--ll-U"-'---UL-..W.L.-""-.LLl...w..J..-'--i!....U..'--L ...L'-l..l!..ll!L.1"'-.J."W."...Llll Ill I II I I Ill I II I I Ill II 11111 I I 11111 I I II 111 Ill II 
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in 1ess than a year> while the time-period for "saving" foreign 

exchange through efficient 

within a year or two. 

import substitution can also occur 

Two other related points need to be made. In the immediate 

context, where the prospects for rapid rises in both overall 

domestic demand and primary product exports are so poor, it would 

seem a sensible Cr i sk-aver·t i ng) idea to attempt to promote 

alternative paths to raising aggregate growth: efficient import 

substitution and the expansion of non-traditional e:-:ports would 

appear to fit this particular bill. Looking further ahead, it is 

uncontroversial to argue that countries diversify their export 

base by growing a wider range of crops. Similarly, it wouJd also 

appear sensible to welcome the further processing of primary 

products prior to export Cin order to maximize foreign exchange 

earning) and to encourage diversification of the export base away 

from over-dependence upon primary product processing to embrace a 

wider range of products. Again, there is evidence in Africa to 

prove that this can be done~8 • 

Combining these elements suggests that the optimal approach 

is for countries to address the domestically-related factors 

inhibiting inefficiencies within manufacturing while utilising 

scarce foreign exchange to best advantage. At minimum this 

suggests that foreign exchang~ shortages and low levels of 

overall growth do not have to rule out either promotion or 

achievement of manufacturing sector growth and development. More 

strongly, the argument made ~bove could perhaps be turned on 

not to force the pace of manufacturing growth and 

diversification would be likely to perpetuate the low~growth/high 

dependence syndrome which still 

todc:;y. 

characterises so much of SSA 
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Neither import substitution nor e:-:port oriented 

industrialisation seem a very appropriate basis for embarking on 

a process of further industrialisation for the countries of SSA. 

On the one hand this is because, with few exceptions, SSA is 

characterised by countries in which widespread import 

substitution has not really occurred. The crucial question for 

most of the countries of SSA embarking on the promotion of their 

manufacturing sectors is how to promote import substitution in 

the context of their foreign exchange constraints. On the other 

hand, as Lance Taylor, for instance, ar·gues, there is no 

theoretically persuasive case in favour of the export-led growth 

alternative and that "the neoclassical casE for e:-:port promotion 

runs into an empirical cul-de-sac'' C1988a:19). His criticism of 

the Bank and the IMF is even harsher. He adds that <1988a:33): 

On the basis of the foregoing arguments, it is fair to say 
that in the mid-1980s the trade liberalisation strategy is 
intellectually moribund, kept alive by life support from the 
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. 

It should be added that the South Korean model, shor·n of its 

state-directed components, is held up with dreary frequency as an 

example to follow - even for the very different economies of SSA 

in a very different trading world of the 1980s and 1990s. 

On the contrary what ic suggested is an approach which 

blends in eieinE·nts of both sCJ t.l1dt (altr.ough pr·obably in 1-·~latiun 

to different industries and different sub-sectors> further inter-

linked import substitution industries are established at the same 

time as £hort, medium and longer term comparative advantage in 

selected manufactured eYports i$ de:ve:l oped in an overdll 

environment which addresses !with care and gr~dualism> 

inefficiencies of thP inherit~d manufactured sector. 

15 needed is a r~th of industrialisation in which 

cd pnl lC"lf'S 
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relation to particular countries) which aim to •aximize the 

benefits of expanded domestic demand and to stimulate both 

substantial import substitution and increased export orientation. 

This mix is likely to embrace price factors, training and skill 

elements, technology questions, policies related to foreign 

exchange saving, earning and usage as well as broader questions 

of promoting the wider efficiency of the physical and financial 

infrastructure. 

Such an approach is not radically different from that 

suggested by the case-study evidence of a selection of middle-

income and non-African countries analysed in the most important 

analytic volume on industry to be published in over a decade: 

Industrialization and Growth: A Comparative Study by Hollis 

Chenery and Associates. 

<An> examination of the experiences of countries which 
have successfully pursued export-led growth policies shows 
that their governments followed active interventionist 
policies, albeit with heavy reliance on market incentives. 

The final word needs to be reserved for highlighting the 

problems of statistical gaps and data inadequacies. An'/ 

discussion of development and development policies in SSA must 

necessarily be tentative because of the dubious nature of the 

statistics which are available, khe major gaps in our knowledge 

of what has been happening (and thus of the processes of change 

that have been taking pl,::;ce) bec.:..use of th~· ofter. 

unaccoLmtab 1 y i arge di f i erences in data-base~:, U':CJ'·C1 both b ;-

different "authorities" and by the same e:1genc1e~; in different 

pu~lications and, indeed, over relat:vely short time p~riods. 

Both the analysis of past patterns of industrial 

the proposals for future industrial policies jn SSA cont~ined in 

this report suffer from these inadequacies. 

cc.\ution s;hould be e:.:ercic;;;ed whEm CirJreeing with or· chr.d lt:·1-.cJing th;_. 

views ex~ressed here. 
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NOTES 

1. This comme~t clearly does not apply to the United Nations 
lndust~1al Development Organisation <UNIDO> which, since mid-
1988 has embarked on a series of studies on industrial 
rehabilitation in a number of African countries including Z~mbia, 
Angola and Morocco. 

2. One, of course, excludes from this qeneralisation those 
institutions which either work for or are sympathetic to the 
African perspective such as the United Nations' Economic 
Commission for Africa or, in Britain, the Institute for African 
Alternatives. In relation to the former see Adedeji (1989). 

3. Excluding Nigeria, the six countries account for 18 percent of 
the (non-Nigerian) population of SSA and for 32 percent of the 
respective GDP. Both sets of figures exclude South Africa. They 
are taken from World Bank statistics. 

4. ~Jorld 

particular 
Chapter 2. 

Bank data 
source of 

base. The importance of referencing the 
be explained in statistical data will 

5. Clearly if MVA is not expanding and the ratio of MVA to GDP 
is not increasing then little manufacturing expansion or 
deepening is taking place. 

6. A description of the sources of growth analysis is provided 
in Lewis < 1971 ) • 

7. There are, of course, also theoretical problems associated 
with the whole 11 SOL1rces of gr·o1-Jth" appr-·oc.<.ch, such c.s the inter--
1 inkages and inter-relationship between the three de-composed 
elements. Space does not permit their being addressed here. 

8. The time periods for these figures are as follows: 

Bot s~..,,an ~.: 
Kenya: 
Nigeria: 
7. i mbatj1•Je: 

1973/74 to 1982/83; 
1970 to 1984; 
1963 to 1983; 
1964/65 to 1982/83. 

9. •In the case of both CcHe d'Ivoire 
apparent that import substitution was 
growth in the 1960s with, in th~ 

substitution exceeding domestic demand 
of 55 percent and 44 percent. 

and lambia, however, it is 
an important source of 

case of z~mhia, import 
:in thE.. re~:;pr::ct. i VT~ 1· at 1 •)<::, 

10. Bots"'''1n.:~ "''ould providE·' an e::cept.ion here E"~spec1<':1lly in tli•;; 
post.-1980 per·iod where min1ng dt:>V(~lopflr~o·nt. has been a ~:;1gnif1c:•nt 
"motor" of df.:!V(.:lopment, .,.,hill' in Z<<mb1a the xmporL':lnc(,· rd 
<~~wicL1lture hc:1s hco>cJn e>clip~;c~d cc1ro1.!rH1£.•lly by the vc-uJ;:•tiP<:::. of U1r· 
1..r:>ppf.~r mininq ir1dU~'t.ry. 
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- · 11.· The data for Botswana, however, suggest a different picture 
especially in the 1980s when regional exports are judged to have 
expanded by about 15 percent a year to 1987. 

12. The rise in manufactured exports from Mauritius 
occurred from the late 1970s onwards and even by 
manufa!::tured exports from Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya and Zimbabwe 
exceeded the value of manufactured exports from Mauritius. 

13. As Zehender comments in this cont~xt <1988:57): 

only 
1983 

still 

The relative export success of countries like cete d'Ivoire, 
Cameroon, Kenya, Nigeria and Zimbabwe in their respective 
regions has less to do with the regional "economic 
community" machinery <which at best has a strengthening 
role) than with the historical structure of their industrial 
sectors. 

14. Mention should also be made bf South Africa which not only 
dominates manufactured imports within the southern African region 
but which has made increasing inroads into countries further 
north even though accurate trends are difficult to analyse 
because of the secrecy surrounding such trade. 

15. Particularly, but not exclusively, if trade prL_~rences are 
e>:cl uded. 

16. "Indeco products, such as maize meal, sugar and cooking oil 
are all sold near or below cost price ••• So cheap are Inde~o 
products in comparison with goods available in neighbouring 
countries that up to 20 percent of production is smuggled out." 
<Financial Times, 30 December 1988.J 

17. As Jebuni, Love and Forsyth comment (1988:151e>: 

Where market power is positively related to export 
performance, policy empha_si s on el i mi nat i ng monopolistic 
elements or creating small competitive establishments to 
promote exports of manufactured goods may be misplaced. 
Measures to restrict the development of large firms in favor 
of small competing firms may be counterproductive. The 
simultaneous positive influence on export performance of 
economies of scale suggests that export success may depend 
on having a concentrated domestic market structure which 
allows companies to enjoy scale economies domestically and 
th~reby to achieve unit costs at which companies can compete 
abroad .•.• 

18. lh~ importance of radical changes in management and human 
re~. ices as well as in technology is discussed in detail in 
Ce1ud ;r1 <19B9> and in Ut"IDD (1989>. 

19. In Zi.nbabtt-,e, Cer1tr.:1l (1frican Cables CCAFCA> could be 
considered an exdmpJe of a manuf~cturing company which jn the 
lri8Us has c.hanrJr~d frnm beini;,1 dome$l.ically t.o e~:por·t-··or1ented. It 
u;.:pc-1r1dPd e:<port.s-. fc;urfolrJ to over 1'4.~:i mil Ii.on frc1m 1rm6 t.:> 1'7'£'.)B 
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and l•Jas e:-:pecting tw raise the·value by a further 16 percent in 
1989; 35 percent of production was geared to export market in 
1988. The company attributes its successes, inter alia, to a 
massive investment programme, management commitment to exporting 
and a sustained export drive. While almost all exports are to 
th~ regional market these markets have been secured both by 
overcoming South African and overseas competition. 

20. Why do some companies grow rapidly to operate on an 
international scale, while others remain small and tied to their 
local market, began an article at the end of 1988 in the 
Financial Times, entitled "When Late Developers Produce Rapid 
Growth". Reporting the results of a conference, a number of 
common themes emerged from work carried out by academics, 
businessmen and venture capitalists: <Financial Times, 20 
December 1988, p. 18>. 

"1.-Jhat became appar·ent from the comparii es surveyed ~·Jas 

that ... sometimes these companies slumbered for decades 
before the arrival of c;n entreprenew-·i al family member or· 
professional manager led to an acceleration of growth ..• 

Success does not depend on a single formula or even on a 
small number of readily identifiable factors. It is the 
result of welding an almost infinite number of variables 
into an effective combination. It is the skill with which 
they are mixed together rather than the raw ingredients 
which holds the secrets of growth. 

21. "Import substitution is by its very nature a de.:.d-en•j 
strategy, especially in a small market like f:'.enya" ~irites 

Professor Hawkins in an analysis of industr~alisation in Kenya 
for the Financial Times, 12 December 1988. 

22. Excluding meat products. 

23. This is not to argue, howeyer, that the ratio has reached a 
"satisfactory" level: reducing the level further remains; a major· 
policy objective into the 1990s. 

24. South Africa almost certainly excepted. 

25. Growth rates of both MVA and GDP began to pie~ up in 1979, 
prior to the formal granting of Independence in April 1980 
bec~use of expectations that the war would soon be over, a rise 
in exports and because of an increase in allocations of foreign 
exchange to manufacturers. 

26. In the UJI perioa began inau5piciously with the 
of the economy for over a decade and a 

concomitant fall in manufacturing output, events which heralded 
substantial changes in policy which enabled the process of 
structural change in manufacturing to be maintained. 

contrast 
contraction wc."lrst 
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27. Thus the sector was buffeted by- {luctuations in the wider 
economy without the underlying inherited structural problems 
being sufficiently addressed. Perceptions of hostility to 
external investment among current and potential foreign investors 
together with increased tension in the region originating ir the 
apartheid policies of South Africa aggravated an already poor 
investment climate, frustrating substantial foreign investment 
inflows. 

28. Tariff protection accelerated especially after 1974. 

29. These totalled $2,976 million over the five years 1983 to 
1987 <OECD, Development Cooperation 1988 Report, 1988:207>. 

30. Notwithstanding, too the 1984 drought which r·esul ted in 
negative agricultural growth in that year. 

31. The slowdown in manufacturi~g growth can, as in the case of 
Zambia, be traced back to the post-1977 period. 

32. Thus in 1987, manufa~turing growth, estimated at 5.7 
percent, was close to the higher than average 5.9 percent 
recorded in 1986 <Republic of Kenya, Economic Survey 1988, 5>, 
spurred by higher agriculturally-led GDP growth of 4.8 and 5.5 
percent respectively, an easing of import restrictions and an 
overall rise in ~omestic demand. The annual growth rate for 1988 
was expectcj to be even higher. 

33. In mid-1988 imports in three out of +1ve separate categories 
were liberalised. But, more generally, as the government's 1988 
Economic Survey tersely put it (1988:117}: "Liberalisation 
policies aimed at creating efficiency through competition have 
not yet borne fruit". 

34. In the 18 months to March 1989, the UK's Lonrho and Metal 
Box and the US' Heinz and Colgate Palmolive had all made 
investments in Botswana's manuf~cturing sector. 

35. Which are, as Mosley and Toye have argued (1988:402>: 
"development plans in all but name". 

36. Projections/forecasts of ratPs o; growth of MVA in the 
different countries - even those produced by the World Bank - ar~ 

based on extr~mely flimsy data. They are commonly spin-offs from 
mor-'e general macro-economic pr·ojecti ons and forecast~ ~nd not 
based on manufacturing-spe~ific analysis, perhaps itself a sign 
of the manner in which the importance of manufacturing in overall 
development is judged. 

37. For a general discuasion of the effects of econam1c recovery 
programmes c.10 rural inr.:omes in five ?Hrican co1•ntrie~. S!:."'f~ 

Overseas Development Institute CODI> 1989. 

38. ror an analysis of 
1 or e1 gn i nvc~stment 1 n 
I 19r:J[-!) • 

the prosp0cts far 
AfrjcA 1n genpral 

and constr·aints on 
~ee Page and Riddell 
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The Cat~h-22 situation is already occurring in the case of 
Nigeria. Analysts in early 1989 were all agreed that low levels 
of foreign investment were stunting the growth of the economy. 
What is 111ore, a~ an official of the Ba11k of Netherlands has 
argued, the economic reconstruction objectives of the structural 
adjustment programme may well go unfulfilled without adequate 
inf 1 ows of foreign investment, thereby ex acer·bat i ng the economic 
crisis and providing a further dis-incentive to foreign 
investors. <See West Africa, 9 Janu~ry 1989, p. 8>. 

39. In the sense described below, Botswana never has been. 

40. The issue of the role of the public and private sectors in 
i~dustrial development is not one that has been resolved in the 
case-study countries with unanimity so is not included in this 
particular listing. 

41. In 1986 the IMF set up a new Structural Adjustment Facility 
<SAF>, and in 1987 an Enhanced Structural adjustment Facility. 
According to Killick (1989:53> the IMF's Extended Fund Facility, 
set up in 1974, "~·Jas a precur·sor of the SAF, not the least 
because, for the first time, it engaged the IMF in medium term 
r 'Ji icy programmes addressed to the str·engtheni ng of tl1e 
productive structure". 

42. In this regard, the specific export incentive package 
introduced under World Bank prompting in COte d'Ivoire should be 
seen more as a means of redressing what are perceived as the 
adverse effects of an assessed over-valued exchange rate rather 
than as distinct policy instrument devised to boost non
traditional exports. 

43. These issues are discussed in Mosley and Toye in which, 
inter alia, the senior author of the World Bank's 1981 report 
Accelerated Development in Sub-Saharan Africa, is quoted thus 
(1988:412>: 

Structural adjustment loans are not intended as relief for 
the balance of payments of the (recipient> count~y. Instead 
the mon?y is mainly intendeci to help bring Bank 
represent~tives to the borrowers' policy-ma~ing high table, 
where b..=.~;i c pol Icy issue:; .:ire dee i ded t1y pol i cy-rr . .:1kt:•r·s, not 
mer·el y e;.:pl ored by t£•c' .ni cal analysts. 

44. For a ~1i de-ranging di scLts~:.i or1 of thP ter·m "real ecc:nomy'' see 
Ki l l i c.. k et c. 1 ( 1 '-i84 > • 

45. Option C4J needs to b~ differentiated sharply from Option 
Cl) where neither efficiency nor explici~ promotion of 
manufactured exp~rts receive prc:min~nt &ttention. 

46. The t(:.>rm "planrnng" i~• used hGrf.: ~1ith snmf: hesitation; it 
i -;::, nc1l me:·.:Hil tu J 111pl y lhE• rf·--<'ldopt 1 on of ,., <::.'f<;:..tem o·f c.entr ~l 
pl C:•.nni r1y nrCJr r~ ch;:1r C:<C. t.F,·r j c.:~1· Jc o·f t.hc l ?I,(>~;. 



.-

47. Accepting the principle uf infant-industry· 
protection for a certain limited period of time. 

tci.r if f 

48. In 1989, for instarce, Zambia re-started talks with both the 
Fund nnd the Bank after tile abandi:>nment of their programmes in 
the mid-1980s. Althou~h Zimbabwe had never ~ad a Bank or Fund 
programme, relations continued to be cordial throughout the 
1980s, and at the end of the decade a Government Import 
Liberalisation Study was set in motion to examine the process of 
trade liberalisation following the statement by ~he Minister of 
Finance that the Zimbabwe government was committed to initiate 
such a process. 

i9. This has been seen, for instance, ir a number of 
contr~dictions between verbal agreements to conform to such 
policies and in practice the embarking on polici2s at variance 
with the whole appro~ch. In the 1989 budget, ~igeria decided to 
raise tariffs and increase domestic protection for a range of 
products manufactured domestically at the same time as agreeing 
t~ implement structural adjustment policies. 

50. In both Zimbabwe and Zambia it is important tc distinguish 
between support for private enterprise and support for radical 
liberal policies: support for the former is strong, for the 
latter substantially weaker. 

51. Not without interest, the World Bank's own evaluations of 
its structur3l adjustment programmes <World Bank 1986a> 
concluded that structural change in Africa tends to take longer 
than had earlier been envisaged. 

52. It would not entirely unfair to argue that the vigour with 
which (in thE early 1980s) the Bank und~rplayed the future role 
of manufacturing in SSA and in later years jncreas1ngly pursued 
its own Option <3>-type approaches h~s, in part, been related to 
its belief that this would be the most likely outcome. 

53. This move towards a closer linkage between aid funds and 
World Bank initiated, sponsored or approved programmes is also 
anticipated in relation to aid programmes of the European 
Economic Community 
f: i l 1 i ck and C:,teven~, 

under Lome 
(1989). 

IV. For a discussion of this see 

54. These issues are discussed, for instance, in Fi~ancing 
Af~ica's Recovery, Report and Recommendations of the Advisory 
Group on Financial Flows for Africa, United Nations Publications, 
February 1988 <The Wass Report>, World Bank 11986) and in Mistry 
< 198D l. 

55. Successes which have tended to remain unknown, ignored or 
c1vf..:•rlool:e:-d in much of the ).iter·atL.rE~ on African development. 

56. Links with international companies are also likely to b~come 
l'VF~n mor·r· l mr1ortant bot:t1 <:15 th~-1 l '-i1905 progress <1:-1d j f S:.:'.i{1 
countr1c·~; .,:irf-' to .::~chJ.eve t.~1e1r goci.l~'• of e:<pc-.\r1dir1(J roc1n--
tr"~dit1(Jf1.-d !.~:-:ports. A~c; the r-ini:HiC:1al TilTH:•;,' l98~i "~Jorld 
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!ndLtstrial Review" comments'· <Financial -r_imes, 23 Januar').' 1989>: 

All these trends point towards the development nf companies 
able to bring together resources and expertise in different 
parts of he world. To achieve these ends, companies will 
have to find ways of entering new markets, often through 
mergers and acquisitions. This, in turn, suggests that the 
days of the old-style national conglo~~rate are numbered, as 
their role in different areas is take1-, ovE::-r by specialist 
international companies. So for industrialists everywhere, 
the medium-term is likely to Le one of increasing 
international involvement spiced with the prospect for 
global alliances or takeover of the weaker performer. 

57. Ideally this approach would lead to a nllmb~r of 
international companies becoming interested in investing which 
would itself lead to a certain amount of CQfi etitive bidding to 
obtain the best deal. This is discussed more fully 1n Page and 
Riddell (1988>. 

58. For instance, the Japanese investment 
factory in Swazila~d. 

II 111 I 11' II I 

in a zip-fastener 
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